TOWN OF SAN ANSELMO
STAFF REPORT
October 3, 2013

For the Meeting of October 8, 2013
TO:

Town Council

FROM:

Sean Condry, Public Works Director

SUBJECT:

Appeal of Public Works Director's decision to allow removal of a heritage tree at 134
Madrone Avenue

RECOMMENDATION:

That Town Council considers the materials presented regarding the appeal of the Public Works
Director's decision to allow the removal of a heritage tree at 134 Madrone Avenue .
BACKGROUND:

On September 24, 2013, Town Council heard the appeal of the Public Works Director's decision to
allow the removal of a heritage tree at 134 Madrone Avenue and sustained the appeal without
prejudice to allow the applicant to return with additional information regarding the following:
1. What is the viability and expense for bridging the buttress root(s) with the foundation?
.2. What would the impact be to other oak trees if the area were concreted over?
3. What would the impact be to the neighboring trees by removing this tree and leaving the dead
roots in places?
4. How fast do the roots grow and what is/would be the impact to the foundation?
In order to address these questions both the applicant and appellant have submitted documents
which are attached as Attachment 1 from the applicant and Attachment 2 from the appellant. Both
attachments contain documents including an arborist report and an engineer's report along with
statements from both parties, including other various documents.
Applicant's Materials
The applicant used an arborist, Ed Gurka, and an engineer, Peter Nissen, who were both
recommended by the Town . In the applicant's materials, Attachment 1, the engineer, Peter Nissen,
states "the tree root is clearly upsetting the residence" and goes on to state that the foundation can be
bridged but it would be costly and only a temporary fix. The report of the applicant's arborist, Ed
Gurka, is summarized as follows:
1. Regarding gravel and pavers over the roots (he does not address concrete), if used the gravel
should be washed gravel to reduce introduction of contaminants and pavers should be porous
to allow water and air to get to the roots.
2. The tree most likely has a very large root to trunk ratio of 5:1 and therefore, root removal
should be kept to an absolute minimum if the tree is removed . The greater the distance from
the surrounding trees the less impact there is.
3. The rate of growth of the roots most likely greater than 1" over 2-4 years due to the available
water.
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Item 2

4. The roots are damaging the foundation and the buttress roots cannot be removed without
damaging the foundation.
Appellant's Materials
The report of the appellant's engineer, Val A. Rabichev, did not address the foundation issue as far a
repair; Instead, it refutes statements from the previous engineer's report, which are outlined in
Attachment 3 Staff Report 9/24/13. Mr. Rabichev states:
1. "A vertical crack in the foundation does not generally cause the wall to go out of plumb."
2. "If the tree were upending the house, one would see all sorts of fractures in the front wall."
3. "There are relatively simple engineering solutions that could mitigate concerns over the
foundation crack" such as a steep plate.
In the appellant's letter it is stated that an arborist, Mark Menges, said "Since it has taken 250 years
to reach maturity, it's not likely to grow an inch in the next 50-100 years", but there is no report to
accompany this statement. The appellant's arborist report from Roy Leggitt does make a statement
saying the removal of the tree would cause the other trees to become more hazardous due to
exposure to winds and it is safer to leave the oak in place.
In addition, the appellant's have submitted a letter from their attorney (Attachment 4) indicating that
they believe that they were denied administrative due process in that the applicant declined to provide
access to the property to the appellant's experts. The Town Attorney will be prepared to address this
issue at the meeting.
Public Works Director's Summary
To specifically try to address the questions from Council and based on the Public Works Director's
professional opinion as a licensed engineer regarding the applicant's and appellants submittals, my
summary is as follows:

1. What is the viability and expense for bridging the buttress root(s) with the foundation?
The foundation can be designed to bridge the roots through the use of a concrete beam and
drilled/hand dug piers. The cost as stated in the attachments would range anywhere from
$10,000-$25,000 while the cost to remove the tree is $11,000+. Therefore, the cost to bridge
the roots with the foundation may be equal to or more than double the cost of the tree removal.
2. What would the impact be to the other oak trees if the area were concreted over?
The applicant has not indicated that the area would be concreted over and, as part of any work
related to the addition, it is Town policy to have pervious materials that would allow for water
and air to migrate to the roots. In addition, to further minimize impact the Town could require
that only the wheel wells be paved with turf blocks or porous pavers to further increase water
and air to the roots. Throughout the Town there are street and park trees that are paved over
with concrete and/or asphalt which are thriving.
3. What would the impact be to the neighboring trees by removing this tree and leaving
the dead roots in places?
The Town has had to require many dead/dying trees to be removed throughout town due to
danger to the public and typically only the stump is removed and the surrounding roots are left
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in place. To date no dead or dying trees have been associated with other dead roots left in
place and no arborist has ever raised this concern.
4. How fast do the roots grow and what is/would be the impact to the foundation?
According to the experts it is either 1" every two to five years or 1" in a hundred years.

While the foundation can be replaced to mitigate the impact of the growing root(s), the real question
for any professional engineer is whether the repair is a permanent or a temporary remedial measure.
Given the size of the root, the proximity to the foundation (Exhibit 2 in Attachment 1), the fact that the
foundation is already beginning to fail, and that there is no guarantee that the root will grow only 1" in
100 years, the tree should be removed. This is my professional opinion as the Public Works Director.
If the buttress root was bridged, it could be as little as 10 or as many as 100 years before any more
damage occurs. Ten years, however, is a very short amount of time and this could well be a liability.
In addition, other roots and even this root could cause damage to the isolated footings under the
house, as well as damage to the rest of the structure over time.
The appellant states "that Public Works Directors are not inherently impartial when it comes to trees."
In addition, statements are made by the appellant that are either taken out of context and/or
inaccurate. Lastly, the appellant states "Mr. Condry, for whatever reason , now has a vested interest
in seeing this tree removed ."
The White Oak Tree in question is a beautiful Heritage Oak Tree and it is my responsibility as the
Public Works Director to protect street trees, Heritage Trees and trees on undeveloped parcels. Over
the past 4 years I have both denied and approved hundreds of tree applications for removal and it is
my responsibility to achieve a balance between protecting both the trees and the public, a
responsibility I take very seriously. As the Public Works Director, I have no vested interest in seeing
any tree removed, but I have a responsibility to both protect the trees and the public. Many public
works projects unfortunately necessitate the removal of a tree that is causing major damage to the
public right of way. However, we consult with an arborist on most projects to save trees wherever we
can.
FISCAL IMPACT:

There is no current fiscal impact.
Respectfully submitted ,

Sean Condry
Public Works Director
Attachments: Attachment 1 Applicant Submittal (pages 4-17)
Attachment 2 Appellant Submittal (pages 18-50)
Attachment 3 Staff Report 9/24/13 (pages 51-93)
Attachment 4 Letter from Attorney Jaffe (pages 94-95)
Cc: Applicant
Appellant
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Mayor Kay Coleman and Members of the
San Anselmo Town Council
525 San Anselmo Avenue
San Anselmo, CA 94960
October 3, 2013
Dear Mayor Coleman and Members of the Town Council:
First, I want to thank you for taking the time to seriously consider this matter, which
is of critical importance to me, my son and our well being.
I also wanted to respond to a request that was made before the last meeting on
September 24. You had asked for a better picture of the foundation crack from
under the house, which I now have (Exhibit 1). We also had the foundation
photographed from the outside, where the tree root is growing under the house and
it is clearly showing a 1" wide crack immediately above the large buttress root that
is growing under the house (Exhibit 2).
In the last meeting of the San Anselmo Town Council on September 24, 2013, I was
asked to hire an engineer and arborist to answer the following questions:
1.

What is the viability.and the cost of bridging the foundation to save the tree?

2.

What is the impact to the other oaks in the area? What if it is concreted in?

3.
What is the impact to neighboring trees of removing the tree and leaving the
roots in the ground?
4.
Can someone review the foundation area and say what is the immediacy of the
problem (i.e. how quickly do the roots grow and how soon will it be a bigger
problem)?
The Town staff recommended the following experts, whom I subsequently hired:
-Peter Nissen, consulting engineer
-Ed Gurka, consulting arborist
I believe Sean Condry also spoke to each of these men about maintaining their
impartiality in answering the questions.
Question 1. - Bridging the foundation
Please see Peter Nissen's letter - Exhibit 3. Also, Ed Gurka (Exhibit 4) states, "the
home cannot be moved or modified to accommodate the root expansion."
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Question 2. - Impact to the other oaks in the area
See Exhibit 4.
Also, a 41" oak was removed from my backyard in 1990 (Exhibit 5), with no ill
effects on any of the surrounding trees.
In any case, the Jensen driveway, which is a traditional driveway, is within a foot of
their oak trees and there has been no effect. See Exhibit 6.
Question 3. - Impact of leaving dead roots in the ground
Please see Exhibit 7, "Dead tree roots have no impact on nearby trees." As well as
Exhibit 4, "If the roots of the Oak tree to be removed remain, any grafting of roots
that has occurred would remain in place .... "
Question 4. - How quickly do roots grow and when will this be a real problem?
Refer to Exhibit 4, Ed Gurka's letter in which he states, "Buttress roots, that support
the canopy, are the major roots that will develop accordingly. The fact that the
available water for the trees roots system is greater than normal the root elongation
and diameter growth may exceed the Louie Brunn estimate." (Exhibit 7, "This trees
roots will increase in diameter by one inch every two to five years.")
As well as Exhibit 3, in which Peter Nissen says, "Unfortunately, these roots will
continue to grow as well as move and shift with the tree resulting in additional
distress to the residence. There are at least two other large roots growing towards
and under the residence .......With time there is a good likely hood that these roots
will eventually negatively impact the residence as well."
In Exhibit 4, Ed Gurka also writes, "The Oak's buttress roots are damaging the
foundation from their continued expansion and close proximity to the home and will
become more pronounced as they continue to expand. The home cannot be moved
or modified to accommodate the root expansion. The only practical and safety
solution to cutting and removing buttress roots is to remove the tree."
Peter Nissen (Exhibit 3) also writes, "Since the tree root is clearly upsetting the
residence and the tree is unable to survive the removal of this anchoring root, it is
imminent that the tree be removed."
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Michiko Conklin
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October 3, 2013
Michiko Conklin
134 Madrone Avenue
San Anselmo CA 94960
Re:
Job Address:

Conklin Residence Oak Tree
134 Madrone Ave., San Anselmo CA 94960

Ms. Conklin,

As requested, I met with you at the above mentioned site on 10-2-2013. The primary
purpose of the visit was to observe and assess the condition of the foundation and framing
at the location where a large oak tree, situated about six feet from the residence, has sent
roots under the foundation of your residence, so that the opinions relative to the future
foundation/residence stability and repair options could be formed.
In addition you have provided me with two reports prepared by Beckmann Construction
and Engineering dated 4-12-2013 and 9-3-2013 and several photos showing; the exposed
root where it descends under the footing and cracks in the foundation taken in the
crawlspace.
Existing Building Description & Observations
The building is a conventionally constructed, wood framed, single story structure located
on a flat lot. The structure is founded on a perimeter concrete foundation, likely with little
or no reinforcing and isolated interior concrete piers with a post and beam floor system.
The residence appears to be well maintained.
The large +/- six foot diameter oak tree is located extremely close to the residence at the
front entry, the subject 12" diameter root can be seen at the base of the tree as well as
several other roots running in different directions some of which head for the residence as
well.
Photos taken of the exposed root at the interface of the footing outside clearly shows a
vertical crack in the footing, this crack is visible in the crawl space as well. There is a
visible slope in the floor at the front door, rising across the door towards the kitchen sink,
which is where the root enters. The exterior wall is out of plum/buckled approximately one
inch, it is very unlikely that the structure was constructed this way. Typical tolerance for
an eight foot tall wall is 1/8". There are signs of patched cracks in the stucco finish. I
understand that the house was painted recently this explains why the stucco has not
cracked yet, but will again.
Unfortunately, these roots will continue to grow as well as move and shift with the tree
resulting in additional distress to the residence. There are at least two other large roots
growing towards and under the residence. I do not know where these roots enter the
residence and there are no visible signs of distress at this time. With time there is a good
likelihood that these roots will eventually negatively impact the residence as well.

250 Bel Marin Keys Blvd., Suite D-2 •Novato, CA 94949 •Phone: (415) 382-7790 •Fax: (415) 382-7791
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10.3.2013

Pg 2 of 2 Conklin Observation - Continued

Summary and Recommendations
Since the tree root is clearly upsetting the residence and the tree is unable to suivive the
removal of this anchoring root, it is imminent that the tree be removed. Neglecting to
remove the tree will result in additional distress not only to the foundations but to exterior
and interior finishes not only at this location but at the other root locations as well.
I understand that a typical oak root grows approximately 1" in diameter every two to five
years. It may be possible to bridge the root at the location of entry, however this would be
economically and structurally costly and would be an interim solution since the this root will
eventually outgrow the bridge and other roots will grow large enough to create other areas
of distress. In addition a "root bridge" will be difficult to engineer, since there is very little
vertical height between the root and the foundation plate (mudsill) of the floor system.
The construction of a bridge would require a cast concrete grade beam, which due to the
height limitations would require the removal of floor framing, interior finishes, plumbing
and electrical, etc. in order to get the depth required. More than likely additional roots
would be encountered during the initial phase of the construction, these requiring
remediation as well. I estimate that a bridge solution would cost on the order $17,000 to
$25,000 and likely more if unforeseen roots are encountered.
Limitations and Limitation of Liability
The opinions contained in this report are based on limited walk-through visual inspections
of the premises, review of documents and digital photos. No materials were removed or
tested. Observations and structural engineering services have been performed in
accordance with generally accepted structural engineering principles and practices.
Statements and conclusions in this letter are based upon exposed conditions and access
available at the time of the site visit, which was limited. Receipt and use of this letter is
recognition/agreement with the terms of limit of liability stipulated below. This report has
been prepared under agreement with the addressee, (client) indicated above who agrees
to limit the liability of Peter Nissen Consulting Engineer to $350, for any and all matters
arising from this visual examination and conclusions arrived at. The information contained
herein is for the exclusive use of the specific client. Peter Nissen Consulting Engineer shall
assume no liability for other parties who use this report without the written consent of the
undersigned.
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions regarding the above.
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Ed Gurka. Consulting Arborist
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists
Member, International Society of Arboriculture
Certified Arborist, Western Chapter,# 0418

Responses to request questions for additional information received from
Michiko Conklin, 134 Madrone Ave, San Anselmo, California
October 3, 2013
Here are the questions tha.t the Council would like answered:
1. Wha.t is the impact to the other oaks in the area if the fro nt sect ion of the yard .
(where the tree is now) is covered with gravel and pavers? (the neighbor's trees
are about 35 to 40 feet away) This tree is about 48" in diameter, according t o
Louie Brunn.
• Gravel:· lr:regula:r shaped gravel when applied to a certain depth of 4 inches or
gxeate::r:: creates a mulching effect that adds pour space in so~ls.
It is used to
prevent compaction around construction work sites.
A preferred condition to
prevent s oil pathogens would .require washed g.x·avel selection to reduce
introdu.ction of contaminates .
• Pavers:
The us~ of poro·us paver material with penetrable g r outing such as
p;J..aygrovn~ sand \)fOuld allow the penetratio n of water and a:i.1: to roots · from
:remaining neighl:>pring trees .
2 . Wha t i s the impact to the neighbor's trees of removing th i s tree and leaving th e
ro ots in t he around?
• If the 134 Madrone Oak tree were r~oved the peighbori.1lq Oak trees would be
exposed to wind cdrldi tiJns and sunlight .
The 134 Madrone Avenue property and
neighbor.i.ng Oak trees are located in a valley and surrounded by other trees and
surrounding hills . !l'he te:rra'..in and other t:?:ees :rilinimize. the impact would buffer
winds from the so-uthw:e.at .
If the roots of the Oak tree to be :removed r·emain ,
any grafting of .roots that has occurred would remain in place dependent on the
distance f:r:·om each of the trees .
As a .rule and cited .in arbo.r icul tui::a.l
li te:rature " for each one inch of trunk diameter one foot in distance on all
sides of the t i·urJk is where the root zo ne is expected to be found ." Depending
on the species , a gxe.ater ratio such as 2: 1 or 3 : 1 or even 5 : 1 distance fo1: ead1
inch of trunk diameter may apply .
In this instance, the canopy of the subject
tree is much greater than this rule and most likely to be beyond the dripline of
the car.1opy and very possibl.y equal to the 5 : 1 ratio .
The dripline and high
water table of the location would indicate tl1e root zone is shallow and far
beyond the c:anopy dripline supporting the greater distance .
'.rhe increased
sunlight would produce growth to adjacent trees and vegetation that remain.
If
r oot removal for the p.x:oject is necessary, root removal sh.all be kept to t he
absolute minimum and only on the 134 Madrone Ave . Oak tree where it affects the
foundation and walkway . Once again, the greater Uie distance from the r emaining
neighbor 's trees the less i mpact to the trees .

l'age I ot 2
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What i s the rate o f g r ow th o f the roots (Lo u i e e stimated a b out l " i n di amet e r ov e r
::: to 4 years)

•

Root Development : Root elongation and diameter i ncrease is subject to many
factors at each locat ion. Wind soil moisture , por osity , and type a re all
factors . The Canopy height, tree's age, and wind movement through the canopy
all affect root development. Buttress roots, that support the canopy, are t h e
major roots that will develop according l y . Th e f a c t: t h at t h e av a ilab e wate:r:
f.o r the trees r o o ts system is greater than normal. t he r oot el ongation and
d;l arne t e·r growth .11 •. ,y exceed t h e Lou ie Br unn estimate.

"

After rea ding the Brunn rep o i:·t and s tudy i ng t he pho t ographs rec eived from Ms.
Michiko Conklin, t he Br unn report accurately d es cr ibes t he condition s and
out come of the project impact on the Oak tree. The cut ting of b ut tress roo t s so
close t o the trunk and its impact on the foundation allows fo r very li ttle
al terna ti ves.
If buttress r oots are cut thi s will r esult in i nst.ability a n
increased arid elevated risk above current conditions . The Oak's buttress .r oots
are damaging the foundation from the.ir continued expansion and c lose p.r oximi ty
to the home and will become more pronounced as they continue to expand.
The
home cannot be moved or modified to accommodate the root expansion .
The only
practical and safety solution to cutting and removing buttress :roots i s to
remove the tree .

Additional information noted on October 3, 2013 is that the lower section of the southwest portion of the trunk has loose
bark just above the soil level. If loose bark is exposed it maybe an indication of decay present and a crown excavation
and testing to determine if internal decay is present should be performed if the tree remains. The heavy weight suspended
over the residence cannot be reduced by large diameter cuts. It would reduce weight on the limbs however large cut on
older trees produces entry points for pathogens the in the long term would weaken the tree further. Therefore, I do not
recommend large diameter pruning cuts to relive weight on older trees.
Affiliations and Licenses:
International Society of Arboriculture, (!SA) Certified Arborist # 4 J 8, 1984 to present.
http://www.asca-consultants.om
American Society of Consulting Arborists, (ASCA) M:ember, 2000 to present.
http:/,] rnw .isa-arbor .com
http://www.wcisa.net/

California Department of Pesticide Regulation, Pest Control Advisor PCA 74846, 1989 to present.
hLtps:.:1\ vww.capca.com
City of Sausalito, Municipal Arborist, 1989-2004
Independent Consulting Arborist Services, 2004-present
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---------- Forwarded message---------From: Michiko Conklin <michikoconklin@gmail.com>
Date: Mori, Sep 30, 2013 at 5:15 PM
Subject: Tree Questions
To: Louie Brunn <louiebrunn@yahoo.com>

Hi Louie:
If you could answer these questions, I would really appreciate it:
1) How large is the tree's tree plate (roots)?
2) How fast and how much will the roots that are under the house grow
(inches/year)?
3) What is the impact to neighboring trees of removing the tree and
leaving the roots in the ground?
Thanks so much,
Michiko Conklin

1
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Gmail - tree roots
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Michiko Conklin <michikoconklin@gmail.com>

tree roots
Tue , Oct 1, 2013 at 5:51 PM

Michiko Conklin <michikoconklin@gmail.com>
To: Michiko Conklin <michconklin@yahoo.com>

-------- Forwarded message -----From: Louie Brunn <louiebrun n@yahoo.com>
Date : Tue, Oct 1, 201 3 at 3:53 PM
Subject: tree roots
To: "mict1ikoconklin@g mail .com" <michikoco nkl1 n@grnail.com>

Tree root plates are calculated at approximately five times the diameter of the tree.
A one foot diameter tree would have a root plate of approximately five feet.
Tree root growth is variable. This Trees roots will increase in cha.m eter by one inch
every hvo to fi ve years.

I hope this is helpful.
Louie Brunn

Marin County Arborists

l of l

10/1/ 13 5:51 PM
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Michiko Conklin <michikoconklin@gmail.com>

.,

tree roots
Louiebrunn <louiebrunn@yahoo .com>
To: Michiko Conklin <michikoconklin@gmail.com>

Tue , Oct 1, 2013 at 5:48 PM

Dead tree roots have no impact on nearby trees.
Sent from my iPhone
(Quoted text hidden]

I

or 1

10/ 11 13 5:52 PM
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NEIGHBORS OF MADRONE AVE
SAN ANSELMO, CALIFORNIA
October 2, 2013

Received

OCT 0 3 2013
Town of San Anselmo

For the Meeting of October 8th, 2013
TO : San Anselmo Town Council
FROM: Darren Overby & Linda Jensen
SUBJECT: Appeal of Public Works Director's decision to allow removal of a Heritage
Oak tree at 134 Madrone Avenue
Dear Council Members,
As neighbors living in this magnificent grove of heritage oak trees, we deeply appreciate
the council member's stated desire to hear from all affected parties in this issue and not
just the concerns of the tree cutting applicant, Ms. Conklin. At timestamp 3:54:08 of the
hearing transcript - Mr. Mcinerney expressed a desire to "give others, through the public
process, the opportunity to weigh in. And, if they want to hire their own - continue with
their own experts - to refute it - they can. And, we can get that as part of our packet"
This is what we have done here and we hope that you will thoroughly read this
information from both us and from our tree and engineering experts.
It was also clear that council members did not want to be "hasty" [Dahlgren] about this
decision. There was discussion about continuing this matter to October 8th but it was
agreed that this was not enough time. Indeed we felt it would not be enough time to
gather the impartial information that was requested by the council.
However, even with short notice, finding arborist's to refute the evidence presented by
Ms.Thanks Conklin and Louie Brunn was not at all difficult to find. As one arborist
stated, "It seems the evaluation and descriptions of the tree are quite generic and
broad , lacking detailed analysis and specific language in descriptions." [Torrey Young,
Arborist ASCA, ISA - exhibit 1]. In addition, Ms. Conklin and Mr. Beckmann did not
provide any evidence that the cracks in her foundation were definitely caused by the
tree root. Furthermore, we have also consulted with a structural engineer that has said ,
"there are relatively simple engineering solutions that could mitigate concerns over the
foundation crack."

Health of the Tree is Undisputed
First and foremost, it's important to make very clear that this is a healthy heritage oak
tree. This fact is undisputed and at no time has any arborist, whether representing Ms.
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Conklin or the neighbors, stated the tree to be diseased or deteriorated in any way. In
his July 18 2013 Arboricultural and Hazard Assessment, Ray Moritiz [ISA, SAF, CTRA Urban Forestry Associates - Exhibits 2, 3 & 4] stated "This is a healthy, structurally
sound heritage oak tree . "

Town Council Questions
It is the intention of this letter to address the specific questions the town council had at
the last town council meeting.
What is the viability and the cost (i.e. expense) of bridging the foundation to save
the tree? (Engineer)
Contrary to Karl Beckmann's claim that the foundation fix would be complicated,
expensive and "exotic" it's now clear that building foundations to accommodate existing
conditions is a routine matter for structural engineers. It certainly does not involve a 20
foot beam as was discussed at the last hearing.
According to our engineer, Val Rabichev [Structural Engineer, OPTIMAL design group],
"there are relatively simple engineering solutions that could mitigate concerns over the
foundation crack." [See exhibit 5]
Arborist Mark Menges [M&M Tree Service] stated, "Since it has taken 250 years to
reach maturity, it's not likely to grow an inch in the next 50-100 years." The fact that the
root is not likely to grow appreciably and because there is a straightforward engineering
solution that will accommodate this growth, we call into question the motives of Karl
Beckmann who clearly stated in his letter "We provide all manner of construction as
well. ... We would be happy to perform any of the above work for you". It's quite clear
Mr Beckmann is soliciting work in his letter so his conclusions are not impartial.

What is the impact to the other oaks in the area if the front section where the tree
now stands is concreted in? (Arborist)
The area where Ms Conklin wants to put her new driveway is clearly in the "Critical Root
Zone" of neighboring trees. This will undoubtably have a negative affect of the health of
these nearby trees as they will have their "Fine Absorbing Roots" destroyed by the base
preparation for an impervious or pervious driveway. Arborist Don Cox [ISA, The Tree
Doctor] provided us with "Best Management Practices Managing Trees During
Construction" [exhibit 6] which provides protections of trees during temporary
construction projects. A driveway in this location will be a permanent feature that will
result in continuous negative and harmful affects to neighboring trees. We were also
contacted by Arborist Torrey Young [ASCA, ISA, CUFC Dryad, LLC] who provided us
with the report entitled "Strategies for Preserving Heritage Trees" [exhibit 7]
Clearly we found there are many arborists who feel strongly about preserving heritage
oak trees. Their message is clear, "Hardscaping Destroys Trees". As I mentioned at
the last hearing my arborist, Laura Alber [formally of Urban Tree Consultants], stated
that when the fine absorbing roots of trees are covered over with hardscaping - trees
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like these do not die immediately. The affects of these assaults take years to finally kill
these huge trees . When they do fail, people have already forgotten the original
environmental impacts that caused their demise.
What is the impact to neighboring trees of removing the tree and leaving the
roots in the ground? {Arborist)

Our lead arborist, Roy Leggitt [ASCA, ISA, CA, CTRA] spoke most strongly about this
aspect of the tree removal. In his report [exhibit 8] he first illustrates that this is indeed
a "grove" and then demonstrates the bio-mechanical interconnectedness of this grove of
oak trees. Mr Leggitt explains that the subject tree is an "edge tree" in a grove of
heritage oaks. He writes, "If this tree were to be removed. adjacent trees within this
grove of trees would be exposed to winds during storm events and would become much
more hazardous. With the loss of this tree it is likely that several adjacent trees would
need to be removed as well to prevent a catastrophic failure. This grove of trees is far
safer when intact. as it is now. than with this tree removed."
As a result of this startling clarification from one of the most respected consulting
arborists in the bay area, Ms Conkin is on notice to potential liability to her adjacent
neighbors, including but not limited to Linda Jensen Robert Jaffe.
Large heritage trees are not unlike earthquake fault zones in that they present a preexisting environmental condition that must be accommodated when designing and
repairing structures. Just because homeowners are faced with environmental risks
such as landslides and flooding does not give them the right to move mountains or
divert streams on their own accord. These are decisions for a community - not an
individual. This is the very reason why communities like San Anselmo have established
Heritage Tree Ordinances.
Can someone review the foundation area and say what is the immediacy of the
problem (i.e. how quickly do the roots grow and how soon will it be a bigger
problem)? (Engineer and Arborist)

As stated before, a buttress root on a full growth oak tree of this size is not likely to grow
more that 1" in 50-100 years . Given this growth rate and the report from our engineer
it's clear that a foundation repair can be made that will easily accommodate any
anticipated growth of the root. And as structural engineer Val Rabichev stated, "It can
be demonstrated that the forces which such remedial place could successfully resist are
much higher than what a mature tree could possibly impose."
Not a single arborist (5 in total) that we spoke to, whether a consulting arborist or a tree
service professional, felt the removal of this tree was warranted regardless of the trees
proximity to the house. Indeed, after consulting with professional arborists, it's clear that
together these full grown oak trees are stable and their roots are not fast growing as Ms.
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Conkin has asserted. The risk of upper branches falling can and should be mitigated
by annual or bi-annual pruning .

Sidenote 1 : No crane needed

Both tree service arborists, Mr. Menges and Mr. Cox, stated that a crane is entirely
unnecessary and ill-advised for the removal of this tree. Crews with technical rigging
would normally be used. In addition , Mr. Cox said the proximity of the power lines make
it doubtful that a crane would ever be considered. Mr. Menges stated, '"'it is not
advisable to operate a crane within 30 feet of 220 wires. Some cities issue fines up to
$60,000 .00 for violations." So Ms. Conklin's claim that expanding her home into the
carport was an afterthought should be called into question.
Sidenote 2: Public Works Director's impartiality

With all due respect to Mr Condry, it should be noted that Public Works Directors are not
inherently impartial when in comes to trees. Their primary focus and responsibility is
for town infrastructure and facilities . Trees are a constant nuisance for most Public
Works Directors.
On September 30, 2013 Darren Overby spoke with Mr Condry to understand why we
were having another tree hearing so soon after September 24th when the town council
clearly felt that October 8th would not be enough time.
During this meeting I [Darren Overby] was surprised to find Mr Condry trying to
convince me that the removal of the tree on Ms. Conklin 's property will not hurt the
neighboring trees but "will in fact improve their health by making more water available to
them ." He added, "we remove trees all the time and they do not affect neighboring
trees". I reminded him about the situation on Sycamore where a driveway installation
later caused an Oak to be removed because it became unstable. He then told me,
"that was an entirely different situation. That was a very rare instance."
In my opinion [Darren Overby], as a town staff person Mr. Condry should not be trying to
convince me of anything. I came away from the meeting feeling that Mr. Condry, for
whatever reason, now has a vested interest in seeing this tree removed. Therefore, I
am not convinced that any arborists or engineers he has recommended to Ms. Conklin
will also be impartial.
Conclusion and Recommendation

Just as some people do not have the disposition for living in an earthquake zone and
others do not feel comfortable living in a flood zone - some people are not comfortable
living under large trees. As arborist Roy Leggitt stated, "It's possible that this is not the
right home for Ms. Conkin." Heritage tree ordinances exist to prevent individuals from
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causing grave environmental damage to towns and communities and we urge the town
council to uphold this ordinance for this very reason.
As stated at the September 24th hearing , two weeks is hard ly enough time to hire
professionals and do the kind of thorough research necessary for this type of
community decision . In any case, even with this short notice , we found an abundance
of experts and data that support our appeal. It's clear from hearing the strong warnings
from Mr. Leggitt, it's far safer to leave Ms. Conkin 's tree standing that it is to remove it.
Removal of the tree will pose a grave threat to neighboring trees and therefore public
safety. Notwithstanding, the foregoing the neighbors of Madrone Ave and Laurel Ave
have the right to continued enjoyment of this heritage asset for our community.
Therefore, in the interest of the environment, quality of life and most importantly public
safety, we ask that the town council approve our appeal and prevent the destruction of
this beautiful tree .

Darren Overby & Linda Jensen
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Darren Overby <darrenoverby@gmail.com>

URGENT ISA arborist immediately needed to save heritage oak
Torrey Young <torrey@dryad .us>
Reply-To: torrey@dryad .us
To: Darren Overby <darrenoverby@gmail.com>

Wed, Oct 2, 2013 at 9:31 AM

Mr. Overby ;
I read your email and reviewed your references (briefly) with interest. Unfortunately , I cannot fulfill your timeframe of inspection/report by tomorrow morning .
It seems the evaluation and descriptions of the tree are quite generic and broad, lacking detailed analysis and
specific language in descriptions .
In general , I urge you to be conscientious about selecting a Consulting Arborist, as yet another ambiguous
opinion might do your case more harm than good . Start here, and consider only Registered Consulting
Arborists : http://asca-consultants .org/find/directorySearch.cfm
Competent Consulting Arborists :
Joseph McNeil: 925-676-5232
HortScience: (925) 484-0211 (Nelda Matheny, Jim Clark , Mike Santos, John Leffingwell)
John Lichter: (530) 795-1517
Bruce Hagen: 707-827-3399
Larry Costello: 707-7 44-1925
Denice Britton : (530)624-8403
I think you will find the most competent arborists may not be available on short notice. I think your best chance
for success is to seek a delay in order to have time for a comprehensive analysis by an exceptional Consulting
Arborist .
I attached my info and you can review my profile on Linkedln : Linkedln profile-Torrey Young
Also attached is a relevant article I wrote that might be helpful. It has been reprinted several times , and upon
which I based several professional conference presentations .
References :
Laurence Raleigh Costello, Bruce W. Hagen, Katherine S . Jones, 2011 , Oaks in the Landscape, Selection,
Care and Preservation, University of California Dept. of Agriculture and Natural Resources (publication 3318).
L.R. Costello and K.S . Jones , 2003, Reducing Infrastructure Damage By Tree Roots , Western Chapter of the
International Society of Arboriculture.
Good luck with your effort!
torrey

Torrey Young
Dryad, LLC

ASCA Registered Consulting Arborist® No. 282
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ISA Board Certified Master Arborist No . WE-0131 BM
ISA Tree Risk Assessment Qualified
CUFC Certified Urban Forester No . 121

CA Contractors License No. 363372 (C-27 & D-49)
CA DPR QAL No. 104772

Dryad, LLC
35570 Palomares Rd.
Castro Valley CA 94552-9631
(877) 206-4001 office (toll-free)
(510) 538-6000 office (local)
(510) 538-6001 FAX
(510) 325-4143 CELL

Linkedln profile-Torrey Young
Facebook page-Dryad, LLC

Dryad: "tree spirits"; from lndo-European Celtic-Druidic culture; "Dryads are often seen upon the surface of trees like faces or figures
from a fairy tale, and they communicate with humans by imparting sensations or subtle feelings to them .", Tree Wisdom, Jacqueline
Memory Paterson, 1996, Thorsons .

NOTICE: This email may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the lndividual(s) named
above. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any dissemination or copying this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please
immediately notify this office by telephone at (877) 206-4001 or by email at info@dryad.us .

2 attachments

t!)

Pkg-CV & Fee Schedule _Residential_ (08-19-11).pdf
765K

~

Strategies for Preserving Heritage Trees (TY-2011).pdf

. 236K
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July 18, 2013

Linda Jensen
130 Madrone Ave.
San Ansehm, CA

URBAN FORE. t RV

A,S~OCIATE$,JNC.

BWiiiow S(ref*t San Rafael, CA 94901
416 464 4.212 arborforestry@sbcglobal.net

ARBORICULTURAL AND HAZARD ASSESSMENT
of
Valley Oak at 134 Madrone Ave. San Anselmo, CA
PURPOSE
Urban Forestry Associates (UFA) was hired to inspect a valley oak at the request of Linda
Jemen on the 18ih ofJuly, 2013. The purpose was to assess the condition ofthe tree and provide a
prognosis on tree health, vigor and structural stability. This report docwnents the health and structural
condition ofthe tree and provides our conclusions and recomtilendation
OBSERVATIONS
Species:
Quercus lobata (Valley oak)
61.5"
Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) = Heritage Tree
817.e:
Location:
The subject oak is located southeast of the front door to the residence and the main stem
is approximately 4' from the south wall ofthe building.
Condition: . This is an exceptionally large valley oak and well exceeds the minimwn qualification to
be classified as a heritage tree (22" DBH) in the city ofSan Ansehno and therefur is
entitled to the protections that entails. There is no \'Eible evidence ofsignificant
disease or decay anywhere on the tree, The main crotch is an acute angle crotch but the
sterm are not appressed with no inclusive bark that, when present, could contribute to a
fuilure (see photo #322 on accompanying CD). The canopy is slightly asymmetrical and
ba1anced out away from the horre (see photo #331 ). It is also full, green and healthy
with ahmst no deadwood present (see photo #323). Oaks are a deep-rooted fumily of
trees and this specimen does not appear to be an exception with no roots visible at the
soil surfuce. There is a crack in the walkway adjacent to the tree b11t there is no visible
evidence that roots from the oak are at fuult (see photo #320).
Conclusions: This is a healthy, structurally sound heritage oak tree that is causing no apparent damage
to property and poses no apparent threat to human life or safety.
Recommendations:
Light pruning as needed to rermve any deadwood larger tha.n 3" in diameter that
may appear in the future as the canopy is quite high. Monitor the tree fur any
signs ofhealth or safety issues.

Ray Moritz
Certified Forester #241

Benjamin Anderson
Urban Forester
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Linda Jensen
130 Madrone Ave.
San Anselmo, CA

8 Willow Street San Rafael, CA 94901
415 454 4212 arborforestry@sbcglobal.net

Valley Oak at 134 Madrone Ave. San Anselmo, CA
I am an urban forester certified by the Society of American Foresters and am a Certified Tree Risk
Assessor by th Pacific Northwest Chapter of the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA). I have
further been qualified by the National ISA in tree risk assessment. I have practiced urban forestry and
consulting arboriculture in Marin County for 34 years. I have probably done more or at least as many
forensic studies of deaths involving trees than any consulting arborist or urban forester in the state, six in
the past couple years. I do tree failure risk assessments for the National Park Service, State of California,
Marin County DPW, cities and towns, as well as for private clients. I have done thousands of tree risk
assessments. Professional risk assessment requires education and experience in the technologies of wood,
tree architecture, species characteristics, and climatic and weather conditions. Targets at risk must also be
considered.
Many people that move to a native forested site from urban areas dominated by landscaping that
consists mainly of small to medium nursery bred trees are afraid of the large native trees that grace the
forested neighborhoods of Marin County. I would understand ifthe owner of 134 Madrone were afraid of
the massive valley oak adjacent to her newly purchased home. But it is apparent that the primary
motivation to remove this specimen tree is to allow a remodel of a particular design.
I have examined he subject tree from the adjacent properties around and concluded, along with my
associate Benjamin Anderson, an urban forester degreed with honors and an ISA Certified Arborist, that
the subject tree is stable, sound and healthy. While we assume that roots of the subject tree extend under
her foundation and into the crawl space under the home we did not observe any foundation damage, only a
crack in the adjacent sidewalk that was not offset enough to be a tripping risk.
It is my understanding that Neil Sorensen, the tree owner's contractor and other unqualified people
have weighed in on the safety of the subject tree. Mr. Sorenson is an attorney and advocate for the tree
owner who wishes to remove it. He is not qualified to render a knowledgeable opinion on the stability of
the tree. Documenting deaths due to tree failures proves nothing. There have been countless numbers of
deaths due to unstable ladders. That does not mean that all ladders are unstable and likely to lead to death.
The issue is the suitability of the subject tree for preservation. We found that it is suitable for preservation
and that there are also many pruning techniques available to increase the level of safety.

A second issue is the impact of the proposed construction on the Jensen trees. I have further
concluded that some of the excavation, soil compaction and pavement will be within the root zones of the
Jensen's native oaks. I urge you to also consider the impacts on the Jenson's specimen native Oaks.

Ray Moritz, Urban Forester, PNW ISA Certified Tree Risk Assessor
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Linda Jensen <llndamaren143@gmall.com>

Tree Risk and Root incursion allegations
1 message
Wed, Aug 7, 2013 at 5:36 PM

Ray Moritz <ray@urbanforestryassociates.com>
To: lindamaren143@gmail.com
To whom this may concern:

I am a SAF Certified Forester #241 specializing in urban forestry and an International Society of Arboriculture
PNW ISA Certified Tree Risk Assessor. I have inspected the heritage Valley oak and the adjacent structure and
infrastructure at 134 Madrone Ave. San Anselmo. I have also looked at tree failure risk issues. I have read the
reports by Louis Brunn of Marin County Arborists and Karl Beckmann of Beckman Construction. In addition to my
report of July 18, 2013 these are my findings:

1. Tree failure risk: The tree owner has not provided a standard ISA tree risk assessment of the subject tree
and is not herself qualified to render a qualified assessment.
2. The Marin County Arborist's report does not present any evidence that the tree is in any way damaging the
134 Madrone house foundation or infrastructure. All of the issues he discusses are conditions that Marin County
Arborists are well qualified to adequately mitigate with standard pruning practices. MCA is an excellent tree
maintenance company and Louis Brunn is well qualified to provide a list of mitigation measures short of tree
alteration or removal. Note: We did not find any unusual risk of branch failure or dieback of the root crown.
3. The Beckman report does not present any evidence that the tree is damaging the foundation or the stucco
exterior to the house. Almost every house has walls "slightly out of plum". Note: We did not see any cracking of
the stucco nor did we observe any damage to the foundation caused by root incursion.

It should be noted that the reports provided by the Conklins are not produced by disinterested parties, but rather
by parties that have an economic interest in the removal of the tree and remodeling of the home. I am not
suggesting that they are lying, but they are also cannot be completely objective considering the Conklin's
objectives.

Ray Moritz, PNW ISA Certified Tree Risk Assessor, #1204
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1700 Bush Street, Suite IA, San Francisco, CA 94109

Building Design & Engineering

T: 4t5.44t.0809 • F: 415.723.7185

October 2, 2013

Mr. Darren Overby
126 Madrone Avenue
San Anselmo, CA 94960

RE:

Engineering Observations for 134 Madrone A venue, San Anselmo Heritage Oak

Dear Mr. Overby:
Pursuant to your request, the undersigned reviewed the materials provided and visited the site of
the Heritage Oak controversy. Please find below our observations and conclusions.
Examination from public sidewalk did not reveal any damage to the house elements adjacent to the
tree. Closer inspection of the condition was not possible as, according to you, the owners of 134
Madrone do not now allow the neighbors or their consultants to approach the house.
Having reviewed documents in the staff report dated September 5, 2013, specifically engineering
report by Mr. Karl Beckmann, PE, the following is worth notice. Several problems are stated as
"clearly" caused by the tree, which leads Mr. Beckmann to conclude that "the tree should be
removed to prevent further damage .. " Shortly below, there is a statement that Beckmann
Construction and Engineering " .. would be happy to perform any work .. " related to engineering
and construction, presumably arising from the tree removal and the house addition building, which
apparently is already in the pipeline.
Aside from apparent conflict of interest, a number of things are far from "clear" despite Mr.
Beckmann's assertions. A vertical crack in the foundation does not generally cause a wall to go
out of plumb (i.e. perpendicular to the crack), that much is clear, not the opposite. Furthermore, if
the tree root was upending the house - one would see all sorts of fractures in the front wall,
whereas it is clear that no serious displacements are present. Yet further, there are relatively
simple engineering solutions that could mitigate concerns over the foundation crack. One such
solution would be dowelling a galvanized steel plate spanning over the crack. It can be
demonstrated that the forces which such remedial place could successfully resist are much higher
than what a mature tree could possibly impose.
Accordingly, Mr. Beckmann's assertion that a healthy beautiful tree crowning the neighborhood
" .. should be removed .. " in violation of the Town Heritage Ordinance, is unfounded. At the very
least, alternative solutions should be studied which would address the property owner's valid
concern while also respecting the neighborhood as well as preserving the green spirit of the Town.
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Please note that the observations presented are limited due to the constraints noted. Let me know if
you have any questions.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

Val A. Rabichev, PE
Principal
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Best Management Practices
MANAGING TREES

DURING CONSTRUCTION

Companion publication to the ANSI A300 Part 5: Tree, Shrub, and
Other Woody Plant Maintenance-Standard Practices (Management of Trees and
Shrubs During Site Planning, Site Development, and Construction)
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Pre-Construction Phase
The pre-construction phase is the period between the planning and construction
phases. Tree removals, tree protection zone establishment, building layout and
road construction occur during this phase. This is the appropriate time to have a
meeting with the arborist, builder, owner, architect, and regulatory agency representative to ensure understanding of the scope of the tree conservation activities
and penalties.

Defining the Tree Protection Zone
A tree's Critical Root Zone (CRZ) is the area around the trunk where roots essential for tree health and stability are located. A Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) is an
arborist-defined area surrounding the trunk intended to protect roots and soil
within the critical root zone and beyond, to ensure future tree health and stability. There are many methods for determining size for a TPZ (see Matheny and
Clark's Trees and Development). The dripline method uses the tree's canopy
drip line to define the boundary of the TPZ (Figure 1). The entire area within the
dripline is considered the TPZ.

Figure 1. Drlpllne method of establishing a TPZ.
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Leaning trunks, excurrent trees, trees with small or suppressed canopies, and
trees with irregular rooting areas (often caused by infrastructure or geological
factors in the area) introduce complexity in determining the TPZ because the dripline
of the canopy may not incorporate an adequate amount of the root zone for successful preservation. In these and other situations the TPZ can be calculated from
the trunk diameter. The trunk diameter method is based on diameter measured at
4.5 feet (1.4 m); this measurement is multiplied by a factor of6 to 18 to determine
the radius of the TPZ (Table I; Figure 2). For example, a mature tree with medium
tolerance to construction damage with a 30 inch (76 cm) trunk diameter would
have a TPZ radius of360 to 540 inches (30 to 45 feet, 9 to 14 m).
Even when the TPZ is placed at the dripline or at the location defined by the
trunk diameter method, large portions of the root system may be lost. The arborist
needs to inspect the tree and site and alter the TPZ as needed to provide adequate
protection for t~e tree.
The TPZ should be established before any site work begins. Trees on adjacent properties may also need to have TPZ established if they are close to construction activities.
Placement of building foundations, utility routes (above-and below-ground
wire, pipes, etc.), and irrigation lines should be identified on the building plans. If
they are within a TPZ, relocating them is preferred. Many times this is not an
option. Tunneling under roots systems (see page 17) or trenching using supersonic
air or hydraulic excavation tools are alternatives to mechanical trenching. For foundations, changing construction methods to bridge over(suspended pavement, bridging beams) tree roots are options.
Table 1. Guidelines for determining tree protection zones of healthy, structurally sound
trees (adapted from Matheny and Clark, 1998 and the British Standards Institute).
Species Tolerance
to Construction
Damage

High

Medium

Low

Relative
Tree Age

Distance from Trunk to TPZ Boundary
in multiples of
Trunk Dia.

Young
Mature
Overmature
Young
Mature
Overmature
Young
Mature
Overmature

6
8
12
8
12
15
12
15
18

12
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in feet per in meters
inch of
, percinof
Trunk Dia. Trunk Dia.
0.50
0.75
LOO
0.75
LOO
L25
LOO
L25
LSO

0.06
O.QIJ
0.12
O.QIJ
0.12
0.15
0.12
0.15
0.18

t:XnlDlt

In some cases, none of these methods will be acceptable and excavation must

be conducted within the TPZ. In these cases the TPZ may need to be reduced in
size on one or more sides of the tree. Increasing the TPZ on the opposite side of
the tree, may be beneficial when this occurs. The TPZ may also need to be temporarily reduced in size while work is done. It can then be returned to the full size
after that particular part of the development phase. In any case, the TPZ should
not be reduced to an area smaller than the CRZ. Compromising the CRZ will
reduce the chances oflong-term tree survival and increase the risk of tree failure.
In addition to preserving existing trees, areas for future tree planting should be
preserved in an undisturbed state, if possible. The areas for planting should be

Figure 2. Measurements to use the trunk formula method of determining distances from
the trunk to the TPZ.
D x M = Distance to TPZ fence
D= Diameterat4.5 ft(l.4 m)
M = Multiplier based on species tolerance and tree age
Example A: Calculating the TPZ for a medium tolerance, mature tree with a diameter of20
inches (51 cm)
Dx 12=20 in(Sl cm)x 12=240 in (610cm)=20ft(6 m)
Example B: Calculating the TPZ for a highly tolerant, mature tree with a diameter of20
inches (51 cm)
Dx 8=20 in(51cm)x8= 160 in(406c_m)= 13.3 ft(4.I i:n>

13
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TPZSignage
All sections offencing should be clearly marked with signs stating that the area
within is a Tree Protection Zone and that no one is allowed to disturb this area.
Signs should contain contact information for the contractor and/or the arborist and
clearly state any consequences that are associated with violations (Figure 5). Text
on the signs should be in all languages commonly spoken on the site.

TREE
PRESERVATION
ABC Arborlst
(123) 456-7890
XYZ Construction
(987) 654-3210

AREA
Entry prohibited without
prior authorization

Figure S. Example ofTPZ signage.

Root Pruning
Root pruning is the process ofcutting roots cleanly prior to mechanical excavation
near a tree to minimize damage to the tree's root system. Root pruning and root
damage from excavation can cause great harm to a tree, especially ifmain, structural
roots are affected. Damage may diminish tree health and/or structural stability.
Whenever roots over l inch (2.5 cm) diameter must be severed, they should
be pruned rather than left torn or crushed. There are three general methods of root
pruning:

1) Soil excavation using supersonic air tools, pressurized water or hand
tools, followed by selectively root cutting.
·2) Cutting through the soil along a predetermined line on the surface using a
tool specifically designed to cut roots. '
3) Mechanically excavating (such as with a trenching machine or back hoe)
the soil and pruning what is left of the exposed roots.

16
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Air or water excavation prior to root pruning allows the arborist to examine
the roots and determine the best places to make cuts, preferably beyond sinker
roots or outside root branch junctions. Air and water excavation tools also allow
trenching so that pipes or wires can be routed under or around tree roots. High
pressure hydroexcavation tools may damage roots if not used carefully. A large
vacuum system is also needed to remove excess water and soil from a site during
hydroexcavation.
Mechanical root pruning tools such as the Dosko or Vermeer Root Pruner
are faster than hand digging and provide clean root cuts. However, the cuts will be
indiscdmin~tely located on the roots; that is, these tools do not allow for targeted
cutting to a lateral or sinker root. Mechanical root pruning is preferred over other
forms ofmechanical excavation. It can also be used in combination with mechanical excavation by cutting the roots on the tree side of the excavation line prior to
excavation so that the roots are not tom.
Pruning after a trencher, excavator, or backhoe has tom or crushed roots is
the least preferred method. If this type of excavation was done, it ·is better to
prune the damaged ends than to leave them untreated. The final root cuts should
result in a flat surface with the adjacent bark firmly attached.
Exposed roots are pruned with loppers, hand saws, or small chain saws.
Pruning paints or wound dressings are not thought to reduce infection by decay
causing organisms. Ifcut roots will remain exposed to the air, wound treatments
may be useful in reducing attractiveness to some insects such as those that transmit
the oak wilt disease fungus. Treatments must be applied within 15 minutes of
cutting to be effective.
Alternative to Trenching

Boring machines that tunnel under root systems and allow the installation of
pipes and/or wires without root severance are a good alternative tq trenching. If
possible, these machines should be set up outside the drip line of the tree because
they typically require a hole or pit to be dug for operation. Alternatively, boring may
be accomplished by digging a trench on both sides of the tree with traditional
equipment until roots of linch (2.5 cm) in diameter are reached. Excavation
should then be concentrated below the root depth [(2 to 3 feet) 0.6 to 1 m]. The
bore hole should not go directly beneath the trunk due to downward growing
oblique (heart) roots. Instead the bore hole should be offset by a distance based
on tree diameter (Table 2). The length of the bored hole should be at least 12
times the trunk diameter (Figure 6), with its midpoint directly adjacent to the
trunk.
17
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Table 2. Minimum distance requirements for boring or auguring underneath tree roots.
Depth of the hole should be a minimum of2 to 3 feet (0.6to1 m) depending on root depth
of the tree.

Tree Diameter (DBH)
inches

cm

2
3
5
10
15

5.0
7.5
12.5
25.0
38.0
50.0

20

Minimum Offset Distance
from Trunk face
feet
meters

Minimum Length ofBore
hole (centered on trunk)
feet
meters

OJ

I
2
5
10
12
15

2
3
5
10
15
20

0.6
1.5
3.0
3.7
4.6

I

'
'

: Oripllne
I

0.6
0.9
1.5
3.0
4.6
6.0

Mlnimllm
length .
Oiameler
X12

I
I

I

I

'

I

\

I

\

'

'

' ' ,_
' , __ ... _____ .

I

/
,..-t '
_,

'

I

I

I

I

I

Figure 6. Boring machines can be used to bore beneath the root
system.

Where to Cut Roots
The farther from the trunk that root cutting occurs, the better. Root cuts outside a
normal drip line of a tree rarely cause permanent tree damage. When trees are
18
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transplanted, all roots beyond a radius equal to five or six times the trunk diameter
are severed. With adequate water management, most of these trees can survive.
For many species, health and stability will not be immediately affected ifone linear
cut is made more than three times the trunk diameter away from the trunk. However, this is variable depending on tree species, age and condition, and soil characteristics including the presence of underground root obstructions. When cuts are
made closer to the trunk, stability and health may be dramatically compromised
and therefore should be avoided. It is better to remove than retain trees that have
had roots pruned too close to the trunk or iflarge roots are cut to the point where
stability is compromised.

Grade _Changes
Grade changes are the subtraction or addition of soil on a site. Often referred to as
'cuts' and 'fills,' these changes can be devastating to trees, even ifthe degree ofchange
does not appear to be severe. It may take years for the tree to replace a damaged root
system or grow into fill soil. During that time stress and dieback are likely. If the
grade must be lowered within the TPZ, significant roots may be cut. The factors
described in the Root Pruning section must be applied if injwy is to be minimized.
One way to implement a grade transition without disturbing the Critical Root
Zone is to build a retaining wall around the tree that maintains the current grade as
much as possible within the TPZ (Figure 7). This wall may be limited to one side of
the tree where soil cutting is required or it may entirely surround the tree. If the
grade must be lowered completely around a tree, a tree island can be constructed

Figure 7. Grade elevation or reduction may be obtained by using retaining walls
to minimize cutting and filling.
19
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By Torrey Young
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with vast opportunities to see,
U Uuch, and experience ancient trees that have survived on our
planet since before there were people. There are trees that thrived
through every major historical event of recorded human life. These
trees are more than our hetitage ; they are life's history itself.
My intent with this article is to discuss a strategy for preserving
ancient trees in proximity to people; trees that might otherwise,
sadly, warrant removal. I have recently been exploring thoughts
around the preservation of heritage trees in relation to current industry practices. I have been working to preserve ancient trees for many
years. l feel privileged to have experienced the progress of arboriculture and its related science, and the resulting shaping of our
profession. Yet somehow, we arborists have managed to neglect
adequately attending to the unique needs of heritage trees in these
efforts to enhance our professionalism. In fact, following to the letter the guidelines and standards that have been published over the
years may well necessitate removing fine, old trees that might otherwise be preserved for years to come.
In this discussion, I will: 1) investigate the feasibility and reasonableness of preserving large trees at risk, 2) outline a process for making decisions about preserving heritage trees at risk, and 3) emphasize
the realities of associated liability and responsibility.
I find it useful in organizing my thoughts to confirm basic definitions. The definition of strategy that seemed most applicable here
is "a plan, method, or series of maneuvers or stratagems for obtaining a specific goal or result" (Dictionarycom). In this discussion, the
strategy is for extending the life of an ancient tree within the confines
of human activities.
'There presently is no statutory definition for heritage tree" (Forest
Practice Committee 2005). Neither ISA's International Dictionary of

A severely decayed Heritage Tree of importance to the community,
preserved via propping; California valley oak ~~ lobata).

60

Arborirnltural Terms (ISA 2011) , nor the ASCA Common Terms
resource list (ASCA 2011), define the criterion for a heritage tree.
This brings us to the Guidelines for Developing and Evaluating
TJ·ee Ordinances (2001):
". .. individual trees may be considered important community
resources because of unique or noteworthy characteristics or
values. Such trees have been described in ordinances as heritage, historic, landmark, legacy, special interest, significant, or
specimen trees or various permutations of these terms (e.g. ,
heritage oak, exceptional specimen tree). In some ordinances,
trees are simply labeled protected trees (i.e., trees afforded
protection by the ordinance). Regardless of the term used,
the concept is the same: trees with certain characteristics are
singled out for special consideration in the ordinance." (1i·ee
Ordinances 2001)
For this discussion, the definition 1will be using is: "Heritage Tree:
a large or aged tree of unusual size and character or of unique asset,
historical, or emotional value to the owner and/or community."
The hypothetical Heritage Tree considered for the purpose of this
discussion is a large, aged tree of unique size and character, of
unique emotional value to the owner, with significant weaknesses,
and located in proximity to urban elements (targets).

gs; !?3re&eJ'Ol1!f' g;<eeffi wf7lM!v
15oe/"~ona6/eJJ

The basic question here becomes, "Is it feasible and reasonable to
consider retaining Heritage Trees with significantly hazardous conditions?" Yes, because removal is the only way to eliminate all risk
from large trees, but also results in the loss of all of the benefits.
Further, some hazardous conditions can be eliminated or reduced
without eliminating the tree. Circumstances and risk tolerance may
dictate that delaying removal and/or risk reduction is both acceptable and desirable oy the tree owners, managers, or community.
So who in their right mind would preserve an acknowledged
hazardous tree? Circumstances that might warrant preservation of
a high-risk Heritage Tree include the client's needs or desires, the
tree's historical value, community affec~ion for the tree, or a tree
preservation ordinance may actually preclude removal regardless of
condition. Budget considerations or litigation may delay or prevent
prompt removal. The temporary presence of wildlife or the value
of the tree as wildlife habitat may also delay or prevent removal.
Nevertheless, there are also circumstances that might render removal
as the cmly viable option for a high-risk Heritage Tree. 1'he client's
needs or desires may result in removal. Extremely hazardous conditions that cannot oe reasonably mitigated would mandate removal.
Poor physiological condition may render presei.vati©n urueasonable.
Local authorities or litigation may require removal. The budget
may not allow for extensive and costly mitigation techniques. Real
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estate marketing or sale may make a long-term commitment to
management unrealistic. Removal may even be required as a deterrent for nuisance wildlife.

Jtrah/!Uq;~~

It is 1mp01tant to develop a strategy or process for professionally
approaching or assessing Heritage Tree preservation:
1. Evaluate the site
2. Evaluate the client and circumstances

3. Evaluate the tree
4. Identify and develop mitigation techniques
5. Develop a long-term management plan
6. Manage the client

1. Evaluate the site: The first step in developing a preservation
strategy is evaluating the site relative to current and potential risk
and potential for successful mitigation and preservation. Evaluate
current and post-mitigation targets within reach of the tree. Identify
all possible options for mitigating risk such as moving targets, fencing the tree, or redirecting traffic and changing development plans.
There may be environmental changes that will also benefit preservation, such as relieving soil compaction, adjusting irrigation, or
removing surrounding turf. Consider and be realistic about the
potential for, and limitations to, tree longevity
2. Evaluate the client (owner, manager, authority): The client or
tree manager is a vital and undeniable factor in evaluating the
potential for mitigation and preservation. Determine the client's
initial concerns and expectations and their preferences relative to
tree preservation. Identify their priorities and tolerance for accepting risk, while enhancing their understanding of the current risk.
Ultimately, estal:Jlish clear client understanding of the limitations to
what is possible, and the resulting realities of the mitigated risk.
3. Evaluate the tree: Finally, evaluate the tree and the realistic possibilities for employing extraordinary preservation efforts. Evaluate
physiological htealth, evaluate and rate vigor, and identify insect and
disease issues, both existing and foreseeable. Evaluate s~ructural
condition and issues through root crown excavation, inspection,
and possibly aerial inspections. Consider the architectural issues,
attachments, and their potential for modification. Identify, evaluate,

and rate observed hazardous conditions.
The process may well end
here, because tree condition
or site character warrants
A Heritage Tree preserved by
prompt removal. Budget
Mother Na ture via severe reducconsiderations may also pretion (topping and heading).
clude the required mitigation
Giant sequoia (Seq11oiade11dro11
giga11te11111) "General Sherman."
efforts or the client's risk
tolerance may not support
mitigation. Local authorities or criteria may dictate removal,
regardless of your opinion or the client's preference.
4. Identify and develop mitigation techniques: Preservation
strategies may encompass pest management and environmental
improvement as well as site (target) management, such as moving
pathways and benches, or installing fencing or warning signs.
Techniques to mitigate risk may include pruning (reduction, restoration), cabling, bracing, propping, or any combination thereof.

5. Develop a Management Plan: If preservation is deemed feasible
and not in conflict with the positions of the client or other authorities, and viable mitigation techniques have been indentified, then
you can move f01ward with developing a mitigation management plan.
To develop the Management Plan, encompass techniques to
reduce tree risk and enhance longevity, considering both tree health
and stability Long-term supportive treatments and monitoring may
be in order. Significant crown reduction or redirection may be best
accomplished in small increments over a lengthy period of time.
Periodic reevaluation of both tree health and risk is always advisable and should be an integral element of any management plan
for trees at risk of failure.
6. Manage the client: Disclose and document the risk and realities
of planned methods in writing (e.g., letters, contracts, and educational information). Do not render final judgment on the decision
to preserve or remove. Do render judgment as to the reasonableness
of each decision and your willingness to participate in the resulting
process. Transfer the liability to the client as much as possible through
waivers, disclosures, and clear contraot terms, in writing. Emphasize
the long-term commitment required of-the client, the temporary

....
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Strategies for Preserving Heritage Trees (continued)

A Heritage Tree that failed (uprooted) and yet has been preserved for many
years at a commercial nursery. California valley oak (Q11errns lobata).

nature of the techniques employed, and explore all options with
the client (apathy, removal, replacement, etc.).

1) All large trees in proximity to human activities present some degree
of risk, regardless of their condition, 2) there are no tree evaluation
techniques that can accurately predict tree failure, longevity, or
ensure health, and 3) the only way to eliminate all risk from trees
is to eliminate the trees.
As the professional adviser in a plan to mitigate tree risk, there
are many areas of caution to be considered. There are currently no
standards or guidelines (U.S.) for designing or installing tree props
or other supportive devices (other than cables and bolts). Further,

An example of an extraordinary cabling design effort to preserve an
important community tree.

some risk mitigation pruning may conflict
with current industry or local authority mandated standards and guidelines. Failing to
comply with such standards may conflict
with ordinances, breach contracts and may
jeopardize credentials (certifications and
licenses).
Once professionally involved vvith a hazardous tree, do not assume a passive role vvill
insulate you from liability. The importance of
disclosure of risk and preservation ramifications cannot be emphasized enough. Avoid
proceeding vvith a preservation plan with a
client who does not clearly perceive the risk
and the need for a commitment to continued
vigilance. Do not proceed with preserving a
tree you have determined is an unacceptable
risk. Do not preserve a tree solely because
you perceive that you should retain it for
moral purposes.

Circle 139 on Reader Service card
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Torrey Young is an independent consulting arborist throiigh his firm, D1yad,
LLC. in California. Torrey is an ISA Board-Certified Master Arborist (WE01318), an ASCA Registered Consulting Arbo1ist (282), a Certified Urban
Forester (121), and a PNW-ISA Certified Iiee Risk Assessor (602).
This article was adapted from a presentation for the University of
California Cooperative Extension. California Ti·ee Failure Report
Program 2011 Annual Meeting.

A tree preserved through severe reduction and crown restoration that
would otherwise have required removal. California sycamore (Platmms
racemosa).

J~

The existence of high-value targets or trees, or tree parts with a
high potential for failure, does not automatically dictate removal.
Some risks from some hazardous Heritage Trees can be reduced
sufficiently to reasonably retain the trees in
select circumstances. Employ extraordinary
measures cautiously and accompany such
efforts with thorough analysis and disclosure
of conditions, techniques, and circumstances.

An ancient tree preserved through crown reduction and restoration.
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Tree Management Experts
Consu lting Arborists
3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists
Certified Arborists, Certified Tree Risk Assessors
cell/voicemail 415.606.361 O

office 415.921 .3610

fa x 415.921.77 11

email RCL3@mindspring.com

Darren Overby
126 Madrone Avenue
San Anselmo, CA 94960
RE:

Oak Tree at 134 Madrone Ave.

Date: 10/2/13

ARBORIST REPORT
Assignment

•

•
•

Review two articles from the Marin Independent Journal (9/23/13 and 9/25/13) , official
Town files in Town-Evidence-Tree-Removal.pdf, a web page created by Mr. Overby
(http://darrenoverby.com/node/74) , photographs taken by Mr. Overby, and Google
images including aerials from Google Earth and Google Street Views .
Develop opinions related to tree preservation and consequences of tree removal.
Provide an Arborist Report of findings and recommendations .

Background

My review of documents indicate that the tree owner is Michiko Conklin of 134 Madrone
Avenue , and that she has been granted a permit from the Department of Public Works to
remove the tree in front of her house. She has argued that the tree must go because it has
damaged her foundation, and modifying the foundation would be an expense. Further, she
has plans for adding onto the front of her house where the tree now resides.
The neighbors, including Mr. Overby , have objected to the tree removal and have appealed
the permit. They argue that the tree is protected as a Heritage Tree for precisely this type of
request. They value the tree as a part of their community and want it protected , not
removed . They consider the tree to be part of a bigger grove of trees and have concerns
that it is interconnected to them .
Mr. Overby reached out to me this morning seeking assistance from a Certified Arbo rist, and
requiring an Arborist Report today for submission to San Anselmo first thing tomorrow
morning. I agreed to assist and offer my opinions.
Setting and Grove Dynamics

The tree in front of 134 Madrone Avenue is a mature valley oak (Quercus /obata), also
known as a white oak. This tree is within the historic flood plane of San Anselmo Creek,
and is a naturally generated old growth tree that predates development of the site. I recently
inspected the stump of another large valley oak in Ross that was removed from in front of
the Ross School, and estimated its age as well over 100 years old.

Contractor's License #885953
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Tree Management Experts
Cons ulting Arborists
3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists
Certified Arborists , Certified Tree Risk Assessors
cell/voicemail 415.606.36 10

fa x 415 .921.77 11

office 415.921.3610

email RCL3@mindspring .com

This tree has not developed as a stand-alone tree , but instead is part of a grove of trees that
are also valley oaks. Trees of sim ilar species and similar height in a closely spaced grove
tend to be of sim ilar age, regardless of trunk diameter. It is my opinion that this tree is
similar in age to those on adjacent properties to the east and north , and forms a closed
canopy grove with those trees . Please consider the Aerial photograph on page 3 that shows
the closed canopy grove from above , plus the three Street View photographs on pages 4, 5
and 6 that show the interconnectedness of the tree canopies , as well as the continuous
shade patterns that demonstrate that this is indeed a grove of trees.
This is a large, mature tree that is part of a grove of trees and is at the edge of the grove.
Edge trees are critical for the mechanical stability of a grove. If this tree were to be
removed , adjacent trees with in this grove of trees would be exposed to winds during storm
events and would become much more hazardous. With the loss of this tree it is likely that
several adjacent trees would need to be removed as well to prevent a catastrophic failure .
This grove of trees is far safer when intact, as it is now, than with this tree removed .
This whole area of the neighborhood could become barren and open without any of these
old growth trees left as a result of this important edge tree being taken out. This tree should
not be removed , but instead should be retained for the benefit of the entire grove of trees
adjacent to it.
Foundation Repairs
It is my understanding that the tree owner will not allow access to her property for purposes
of an inspection by the neighbors or their experts. My analysis is therefore limited , but the
size of the tree and proximity to the foundation are the most important issues to consider
when reviewing root impacts and foundations .
The existing foundation is within one trunk diameter distance of the tree, and root lifts are
not at all unexpected at this proximity. The house was clearly built around the tree,
however, and the foundation was apparently not designed properly to withstand root growth.
Foundations are routinely designed to accommodate trees in close proximity, just as we see
here. Communities throughout the Bay Area require plans that preserve and protect trees
during development. Over the last 25 years I have been involved in hundreds of tree
preservation issues during development, and foundation design is always a primary
consideration . Engineers routinely design effective foundations that bridge over roots and
protect trees, including valley oaks in similar settings. The only aspect of this case that
cannot be easily resolved through redesign appears to be the addition itself, not the
foundation repair.
This foundation is in need of redesign just as with a foundation that is not seismically sound
would need redesign . The tree should not be removed , but rather, the foundation should be
redesigned .
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Tree Management Experts
Consulting Arborists
3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco , CA 94115
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists
Certified Arborists, Certified Tree Risk Assessors
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office 415 .921.3610

fax 415 .921.7711

email RCL3@mindspring .com

Aerial Photograph
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Street Views
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Tree Management Experts
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Tree Management Experts
Consulting Arborists
3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists
Certified Arborists , Certified Tree Risk Assessors
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office 415 .921 .3610

fax 415.921 .7711

email RCL3@mindspring .com

Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
1. Any legal description provided to the consultant is assumed to be correct. Title and ownership of all
property considered are assumed to be good and marketable. No responsibility is assumed for
matters legal in character. Any and all property is appraised or evaluated as though free and clear,
under responsible ownership and competent management.
2.

It is assumed that any property is not in violation of any applicable codes, ordinances, statutes or
other governmental regulations.

3.

Care has been taken to obtain all information from reliable sources. All data has been verified insofar
as possible. The consultant can neither guarantee nor be responsible for the accuracy of information
provided by others.

4. Various diagrams, sketches and photographs in this report are intended as visual aids and are not to
scale, unless specifically stated as such on the drawing . These communication tools in no way
substitute for nor should be construed as surveys, architectural or engineering drawings .
5.

Loss or alteration of any part of this report invalidates the entire report.

6.

Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not imply right of publication or use for any purpose
by any other than the person to whom it is addressed, without the prior written or verbal consent of
the consultant.

7.

This report is confidential and to be distributed only to the individual or entity to whom it is addressed.
Any or all of the contents of th.is report may be conveyed to another party only with the express prior
written or verbal consent of the consultant. Such limitations apply to the original report, a copy ,
facsimile, scanned image or digital version thereof.

8.

This report represents the opinion of the consultant. In no way is the consultant's fee contingent upon
a stipulated result, the occurrence of a subsequent event, nor upon any finding to be reported .

9. The consultant shall not be required to give testimony or to attend court by reason of this report
unless subsequent contractual arrangements are made, including payment of an additional fee for
such services as described in the fee schedule, an agreement or a contract.
10. Information contained in this report reflects observations made only to those items described and only
reflects the condition of those items at the time of the site visit. Furthermore, the inspection is limited
to visual examination of items and elements at the site, unless expressly stated otherwise. There is
no expressed or implied warranty or guarantee that problems or deficiencies of the plants or property
inspected may not arise in the future .

Disclosure Statement
Arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge, training, and experience to examine
trees, recommend measures to enhance the beauty and health of trees, and attempt to reduce the risk of
living near trees . Clients may choose to accept or disregard the recommendations of the arborist, or to
seek additional advice.
Arborists cannot detect every condition that could possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree. Trees
are living organisms that fail in ways we do not fully understand . Conditions are often hidden within trees
and below ground . Arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be healthy or safe under all circumstances,
or for a specified period of time. Likewise, remedial treatments, like any medicine, cannot be guaranteed .
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3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists
Certified Arborists , Certified Tree Risk Assessors
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fax 415.921 .7711

email RCL3@mindspring .com

Treatment, pruning, and removal of trees may involve considerations beyond the scope of the arborist's
services such as property boundaries , property ownership , site lines, disputes between neighbors, and
other issues. An arborist cannot take such considerations into account unless complete and accurate
information is disclosed to the arborist. An arborist should then be expected to reasonably rely upon the
completeness and accuracy of the information provided.
Trees can be managed, but they cannot be controlled . To live near trees is to accept some degree of
risk. The only way to eliminate all risk associated with trees is to eliminate the trees.

Certification of Performance
I, Roy C. Leggitt, Ill, Certify:

•

That we have inspected the trees and/or property evaluated in this report. We have stated findings
accurately, insofar as the limitations of the Assignment and within the extent and context identified by
this report;

•

That we have no current or prospective interest in the vegetation or any real estate that is the subject
of this report, and have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved;

•

That the analysis, opinions and conclusions stated herein are original and are based on current
scientific procedures and facts and according to commonly accepted arboricultural practices;

•

That no significant professional assistance was provided, except as indicated by the inclusion of
another professional report within this report;

•

That compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined conclusion that favors the
cause of the client or any other party.

I am a member in good standing of the American Society of Consulting Arborists and a member and
Certified Arborist with the International Society of Arboriculture.
I have attained professional training in all areas of knowledge asserted through this report by completion
of a Bachelor of Science degree in Plant Science, by routinely attending pertinent professional
conferences and by reading current research from professional journals , books and other media.
I have rendered professional services in a full time capacity in the field of horticulture and arboriculture for
more than 20 years.

Signed:
Date:

1012113
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TOWN OF SAN ANSELMO
STAFF REPORT
September 5, 2013

For the Meeting of September 10, 2013

TO:

Town Council

FROM :

Sean Condry, Public Works Director

SUBJECT:

Appeal of Public Works Director's decision to allow removal of a
Heritage tree at 134 Madrone Avenue

RECOMMENDATION:

That Town Council considers denial of the appeal of the Public Works Director's
decision to allow the removal of a Heritage tree at 134 Madrone Avenue.
BACKGROUND:

On April 24, 2013 an application was made by Michiko Conklin , Attachment 1, to
remove a healthy Heritage Oak Tree from the front yard of 134 Madrone Avenue .
The tree has a diameter at breast height of 48", Attachment 2 photo. The
application included the following documents of support for the removal :
1. Beckman Construction, Beckman Engineering report dated April 12, 2013
stating that a large vertical crack was noted in the foundation of the house
adjacent to the tree and was caused by the tree, see photo in Attachment
1. The report also states that the front wall is out of plumb and "the tree
should be removed to prevent further damage to the house and the
foundation ."
2. Hypersafe Property Inspection report dated March 13, 2013 that a crack
was apparent in the front foundation and appears to be caused by the
tree.
3. Marin County Arborist report stating that the tree is approximately 4' away
from the front of the house and "2 large buttress roots are exposed
growing toward and under the foundation. " "These roots support the tree
both physiologically and structurally. " "The roots that are growing under
the foundation are too close to the trunk and too large in diameter to
remove/cut without destabilizing the tree. If the roots need to be cut, the
tree must be removed ."
Heritage trees and street trees are an important part of the Town 's culture and
history and are protected as outlined in Title 4, Chapter 13 of the San Anselmo
Municipal Code with exceptions as noted below. Therefore , public works staff
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reviewed the application and visited the site with respect to the following
considerations in Title 4, Chapter 13.06 :
1.

The condition of the trees or heritage trees with respect to
disease , danger of falling , proximity to existing structures , and
interference with utility services ;

2.

The necessity of the contemplated work to allow the economic
enjoyment of the property;

3.

The topography of the land and the effect of the contemplated
work on erosion , soil retentions , and the diversion of increased
flows of surface water;

4.

The general effect of the contemplated work on property values
in the area ; and

5.

Good forestry practices . A permit shall be issued unless the
Parks Department Arborist finds , after an inspection and the
securing of such expert advice deemed necessary, and making
the foregoing determinations, that the trees affected are of a size ,
type , condition, and location and in such surroundings that the
contemplated work would significantly frustrate the purposes of
this chapter.

Based on the above considerations and given the fact that the tree roots are
causing personal property damage/structural damage to the home at 134 ·
Madrone Avenue due to its proximity to the home and that removing the roots
would structurally destabilize the tree, on May 6, 2013 , the Public Works Director
approved the tree for immediate removal.
However, the tree was not removed immediately and a Planning Department
notification was sent out to residents about an application for an exterior addition
at 134 Madrone Avenue . Based upon this notification concerns were expressed
from adjacent neighbors regarding the tree removal , the tree permit was
suspended by Public Works pending a tree hearing .
A tree hearing was scheduled and a notice sent to adjacent neighbors regarding
the hearing on August 7, 2013 , Attachment 3. At this hearing neighbors stated
their concerns regarding the removal of a healthy heritage tree and that they
believed it was unnecessary, Attachment 4 minutes of tree hearing. In addition,
they provided an arborist's report from Urban Forestry that the heritage tree is
healthy and structurally sound , Attachment 5.
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The Public Works Director acknowledged that the tree is healthy and structurally
sound ; however, given the fact that the tree is causing damage to the home and
given its proximity to the home , no other finding could be made but to approve
removal of the tree . In addition , the applicant had looked at altering the
foundation to accommodate the tree but this would only be a temporary fix given
the fact that the roots would keep growing and would cost significantly more .
The Public Works Director also stated that protection of the trees in the Town is
something that the Public Works Department and the Town take seriously but
protection of private property and public safety override protection of trees in San
Anselmo .
On August 151h, 2013 an appeal was received from Linda M. Jensen , Attachment
6 , stating "Removal of tree is unnecessary, work can be done w/o removing the
tree" and , therefore , the matter was placed on the Town Council Agenda for
September 10, 2013 . On September 5, 2013, the applicant submitted a letter
and other supporting documents for the tree removal , Attachment 7.
FISCAL IMPACT:

There is no current fiscal impact.
Respectfully submitted ,

s:._~
Sean Condry
Public Works Director
Attachments: Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1 Tree permit Application
2 Tree Photo
3 Tree Hearing Notice
4 Minutes of Tree Hearing
5 Urban Forestry Arborist Report
6 Appeal of Tree Permit Application
7 Tree permit Applicant Letter
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Department of Public Works
525 San Anselmo A venuet San Anselmo, CA 94960
(415, 258-4616

RECE\VED
APR 2 4 l0\3

TOWN OFSAN ANSELMO
pJ.AN~\NG .BLDG .PUBL\CWORKS

Budget Account# 91 .~ 6S.
Tree fee: $ lfP '
·

Heritage Tree: $170
Street Tree: $80

APPLICATION FOR TREE WORK

A permit is requitred to riemove or significantly prune any heritage tree, an~ tree on undeveloped property and any street tree.
A he11itage tree is defined as a tree with a diameteri at breast height ~dbh = 4.5 feet above grade) of. 22 inches. A permit is
required to remove any tree on undeweloped property with a dbh of 7 inches. Pruning is defined as, and limited to, removal of
less than 25% of the tree's foliage. An arborist's report and photograph of the tree(s) are required prior. to this application
being complete. NOTE: Acacia, Eucalyptus, Plum, Privet and Monterey Pine trees are considered nuisance trees and do not
require a permit to remove. S.A.M.C. Sections 4-9 & 4-13
ANY PERSON VIOLATING THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER SHALL BE GUILTY OF EITHER AN INFRACTION OR A MISDEMEANOR.

JOB ADDRESS:

DATE OF APPLICATION: ~

APPLICANiF:

1.

Value of work:$

(I (ioo

A licensed contract0r (class D 49, C-60 or C-27) is required for work of$300 or more.

12..ea,..,. uvzf.

2.

e type of tree work that is proposed including type oftree(s), number, remove, prune, etc:

6.

What is the diameter at breast height?-----'~---------------------

oi

®Y

7.

8.
9.

4~ ~k bv,ha.~

"~

I>""

A'v't.

~"><(_ ,

11 . What is the topography of la'nd in the vicinity of the tree? Will the pr
wil it <:>ause the redirection of surf: ce water flow? ___,-k~~ll..,.i,.L.2._
S _LJ. ..:L.1--,;-:~ll..!!.:~~~..:...>i:.-'--""'-'-L-'l:..'--''--"''--'-'-~---L.:c=..~ ·
v~
h~<y(.. wkc
12. What is the general effect of the proposal on property values 'in the ~r.ea? ---'-}-J_,,__..::..:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

***********************************************************************************************************
(FOR OFFICE USE ONLY)
Permit is aoproved/denied for the followin_g reasons and/or subiect to the following conditions

I .:u,. //1

1
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BECKMANN CONSTRUCTION,
BECKMANN ENGINEERING
S!te Work • Design. • Construction • Repair
Licensed General Contractor • Re~teroo Civil Engineer
Karl J. Beckmann• 49 Chamberlam Avenue• Novato, CA 94947
Phone • 415-897-5382
Fax • 415-897-3582
Cell • 510-541-2796
E-mail • beckeng~erizon.net
Web •www.bec annengineering.com

April 12, 2013
Inspection Clients (Owners): Michiko and Gregory Conklin
Michconklin @yahoo.com
Subject Property: 134 Madrone, San Anselmo, Ca. a single family, one story
residence on a flat lot.
Foundation Inspection Report
Initial observations:
A very large oak tree is located in the front yard of the subject property. The tree
diameter at the base of the trunk is approximately 6 ft. The edge of the trunk is
approximately 3 ft away from the house perimeter. A large lateral root has grown
from the base of the trunk towards the front of the holJSe and passes under the
foundation. The trunk clearly flares above ground towards the house where this
root begins.

The front wall of the house is slightly out of plumb. Evidence exists of front wall
stucco cracking having occurred, as well as past stucco patching of these cracks.
General Foundation and Crawlspace Observations:
The foundation type is perimeter footing (concrete) poured on top of the grade
with interior stand alone piers . The crawlspace floor is lower than the exterior
grade by at least one foot. This is not a drilled pier type foundation.

A large vertical crack (3/8" wide (+/-)) was noted in the perimeter foundation at
the front of the house directly above the root. (This observation was made from
inside the crawlspace.) Clearly this crack has been caused by the tree root.
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ARBORISTS
CERTIFIED ARBORISTS #877 & #5695

Arborbt Report

0312512013

Michiko Conklin

.

134 Madrone Avenue
San Anselmo, Ca
Tree: Valley Oak ( Quercus Agrifolla )
Diameter: 48 Indies
This tree is located on the South side of the house, 4 feet from the outside kitchen wall.
2 large buttress roots are exposed growing toward and under the foundation.

The northwest root bifurcates into 12 inch diameter and 7 inch diameter roots. The
Northeast root is measured at 13 inches across the superior surface of the root. These

roots support the tree both physiologically and structurally.

Cutting main roots closer than Stimes the trunk diameter (twenty feet from the tronk) can
destabilize the tree.
The roots that are growing under the foundation are too close to the 1rUnk and too large in
diameter to remove/ cut without destabilizing the tree. If the roots need to be cut the tree
must be removed.

The root crown shows dieback on its northwest side.
The trees.canopy is heaVily weighted to the south and west There are over extended
branches that are a threat to fail on the south and west sides.

Sincerely,
Louie Brunn

l)
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.
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SOUTHERN MARIN
(415) 381-TREE.

P.O. Box 2538
San Rafael, CA 94912
. Fax (415) 455-8110
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NORTHERN MARIN
(415) 457-TREE

0

RECYCLED
PAPER

Page 19 of 31
134 Madrone Avenue
San Anselmo, California
Wednesday, March 20, 2013
Client: Michiko Conklin

Conditions were noted in solid fuel burning appliance for which repair , maintenance or further evaluation is
necessary as described in this section.
Conditions were noted in solid fuel burning appliances for which repair , maintenance or further evaluation is
necessary as described in this section.
As recommended by the National Fire Protection Association a "level 2" inspection should be conducted by a
qualified and certified chimney sweep or fireplace professional whenever a building Is sold. The "level 2" inspection
should include examination of the flue interior and other aspects of solid fuel appliances that we are not qualified to
examine.
·
This should be completed by a qualified fireplace professional or chimney sweep certttied through the Chimney
Safety Institute of America (CSIA).

Foundation - Structure
Foundation - Structural Inspection
The structural elements of the building including foundation, footings, lower support, wall, and roof framing,
components are examined where visible for resultant symptoms or movement, damage, or deterioration.
Representations are not made as to the internal conditions or stabilities of soils, concrete footings and foundations
except as exhibited by their performance.
Type of Foundation
The building is supported by a raised perimeter foundation with sub area.
Foundation Material
Foundation is poured in place, formed concrete.
Sub Area Access - Location
Access to sub area located at floor of main hallway closet
Access Opening - Size - Location
Access or opening to the sub area is located in an area of limited or obstructed access with upgrade recommended to
improve physical access for maintenance, repairs, or inspection where necessary.
Sub Area - Access - Inspection Limitations
Insulation is provided at the underside of floor structure which restricts visual access to the underside of substructure
or subfloor. Further inspection would require removal and replacement of insulation at underside of subfloor
structure.
Foundation Condition - Performance
The foundation and other visible eleme~the.support.stw.!lli!.r:e have performed well and are in good condition for
the age of the str~weverc:Oriditions were below for which upgra e-or-furlher_Q.valuation is recommended.
Cracks weJe~d that are within normal tolerances. This type of cracking is often a result of shrin g of materials
an settlement, and does ·not affect the strength of the foundation.
A crack was present In the front foundation wall Is considered to be excessive by current standards. There
was also an offset or inward deflection In the plane of the adjacent exterior wall. These conditions appear to
be caused by the roots or growth of an adjacent large tree. Refer to a qualified arborlst and qualHled
structural engineer regarding the steps necessary to prevent compromising conditions to the foundation and
structure Including the potential need for removal of tree.
Hypersafe Property Inspection
Post Office Box 863 - Ross, California 94957
(415) 457-4223 (Phone) - (415) 354-3309 (Fax) - hypersafe@pacbell.net
rt Prepared By: Rick Mollenkopf
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Michiko Conklin <michikoconklin@gmail.com>

Conklin photos 1, 2 & 3
Michiko Conklin <michikoconklin@gmail.com>
To: Michiko Conklin <michconklin@yahoo.com>

Tue, Apr 23, 2013 at 12:03 PM

P1030~'i55

4/23/13 12:03 PM
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Inspection Address:
134 Mad]goe.Aver:iue,-San Anselmo.-C.-~=
Inspection Date/Ti~3l1120"13 9:30 am to 12:00 pm

FoundJtl~ndlngs

Mai enance Recommended
12.3 - There are two or more cracks at the perimeter foundation that are approximately 1/16 to 1/4-inch across at
their widest points. This condition typically lessens the foundation's strength structurally; however. it is beyond the
scope of this visual inspection to determine the cause of these cracks and any effect they may have on the
structural integrity of the foundation. We recommend contacting a qualified foundation specialist for
recommendations and any repairs that may be required .
12.4 - A large tree was noted at the front of the structure. The tree root appears to be affecting the foundation_as
a substantial crack was noted in the area .. We recommend contacting a foundation contractor and an arborist to
determine if any course of action is needed at this time.

Foundation - Rebar and Bolting
Informational
12.5 -A visual inspection could not detennine whether reinforcing-steel exists in the foundation.

Maintenance Recommended
12.6 - The framing system fastens to the concrete foundation using steel anchor bolts, although the quantity does
not appear to meet current building standards. For improved earthquake protection, we recommend adding
additional anchoring devices.
Crawlspace Findings
Informational
12.7 -A sump pump has been installed in the crawl space to drain the accumulation of excess water; it was not
tested and is not included in this report. Our inspection cannot confirm the capacity or adequacy of the sump
pump to satisfy the drainage requirements. Prior to the close of escrow, we recommend you verify its operation.

This report has been produced In accordance with the terms and conditions agreed upon therein.
AH printed comments and the opinions expressed herein are those of National Building Inspectors.
Inspection Narratives - Page 22 .
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NOTICE OF TREE HEARING FOR AN
APPLICATION FOR TREE WORK
Council Chambers
525 San Anselmo Avenue, San Anselmo
MEETING DATE: 7:00 P.M. Wednesday, AUGUST 7rn, 2013
July 25, 2013

The property owner located at 134 Madrone Ave has requested a permit to remove an oak tree.
Please see the attached engineer letter and arborist report with this notice for recommendation of
the tree removal.
Per Title 4, Chapter 13.06, of the San Anselmo Municipal Code, property owners within 300 feet
of the applicant's property are to be notified of this application in the event of objections
received by the Public Works Department.

If you have any concerns or comments regarding the removal of this tree, attend the above
hearing date located in the council chambers of the above referenced address.
Thank you,
Public Works Department
Town of San Anselmo
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San Anselmo Public Works Department
Tree Hearing for 134 Madrone Avenue
August 7 2013

CALL TO ORDER AND OPENING REMARKS

Public Works Director Sean Condry called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m .
An application for removal of a heritage oak tree has been submitted by Michiko Conklin . Engineering,
inspection, and arborist reports have been included in the application .
According to Beckmann Engineering and Design, the tree's roots have damaged the foundation at the front
of the home, causing a vertical crack of about 3/8" in width . Photos and an inspection report have been
submitted for documentation .
A report provided by Marin County Arborists indicates that the tree is healthy and that removal of the root for
repair of the foundation of the home would destabilize the tree.
Condry invited the applicant to speak .
APPLICANT

Michiko Conklin explained that an inspection report provided by the seller of 134 Madrone Avenue noted that
the tree roots appeared to be affecting the foundation of the home . The report recommended consulting a
foundation contractor and an arborist.
Conklin consulted real estate inspection firm Hypersafe, whose representative confirmed that the crack in the
front foundation wall was considered excessive by current standards and further noted an offset, or inward
deflection, in the plane of the adjacent exterior wall. Both conditions appear to be the result of roots or
growth of the adjacent tree . The report recommended consulting with a structural engineer and an arborist.
Louie Brun of Marin County Arborists inspected the tree and the area beneath the residence, observing that
two large buttress roots are growing under the house toward the foundation. Brun stated that the roots
support the tree both physiologically and structurally and concluded that if the roots are cut closer than 20'
from the trunk, the tree will be destabilized.
Conklin added that the tree is only about 3' from the house .
Structural Engineer Karl Beckmann's report confirmed that a large, level root has grown from the base of the
trunk, toward the front of the house, and passes under the foundation . The report also noted that the front
wall of the house is slightly out of plumb. Beckmann observed a large, vertical crack in the perimeter
foundation at the front of the house directly above the root.
Beckmann confirmed that the crack has been caused by the tree root, adding that in his experience, the root
could lift the foundation over a period of years, stating that the tree root is clearly destabilizing the
foundation and has caused the front wall to tilt out of plumb . Beckman's report recommends removal of the
tree to prevent further damage to the foundation .
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Marin County Arborists estimated the cost of tree removal to be $11,800 and stipulated that the adjacent
carport would need to be removed in order to stage the crane necessary for removal of the tree.
Conklin's real estate agent noted that if the carport were removed, space would be made available for an
addition to the home. An application was submitted, approved, and placed on hold. Neighbors objected to
the removal of the tree.
Conklin researched bridging the foundation and discovered it would cost $15 1 000 to $20,000 and would not
provide a permanent solution . It was observed that if the tree continues to grow as expected, cracks may
appear elsewhere and the house will continue to lift. Conklin concluded by noting that the cost of bridging the
foundation and pruning the tree (at $3 1 740) are significantly greaterthan the cost of removing the tree, and
that the tree will need to be removed eventually.
Beckmann confirmed Conklin's statements, adding that the crack line in the foundation lines up with the
point at which the tree root passes beneath the foundation. Inspection also confirmed that the front wall is
leaning backward from bottom to top, which would be consistent with lifting having occurred.
Condry asked Beckmann if he would be willing to stamp his letter with his engineer's stamp. Beckmann
advised that he would .
Conklin noted that the last paragraph of an email from Arborist Ray Moritz indicates that reports provided by
the Conklin were generated by parties that have an economic interest in the removal of the tree and the
remodeling of the house . Conklin observed that the first inspection report was provided by the seller of the
home; the second inspector, Hypersafe, has no economic interest; finally, the third inspector, Beckmann, has
no economic interest and is not in any way involved in the remodeling plans for the home.
OPEN TIME FOR PUBLIC EXPRESSION

Condry opened the discussion to the public.
Kathy Sasges, Madrone Avenue, lives across the street from the applicant and vehemently opposes the
removal of the t ree, noting that it is a 300-year-old heritage tree that is healthy, spectacular, and
irreplaceable . The tree supports many ecosystems. Sasges posed the question of what would be done if the
tree were a heritage redwood.
Linda Jensen, Madrone Avenue, is a neighbor to the applicant. Jensen noted that while the tree grows on
Conklin's property, the skyline belongs to all, and the removal of the tree would be felt by everyone in the
Ross Valley. She believes that if the tree were unhealthy or dangerous, its removal would be warranted . She
went on to note that Arborist Ray Moritz's opinion with respect to the tree differs from that of the applicant's
consultants.
Jenson believes that as stewards of the land, residents have the responsibility to protect heritage trees for
future generations . She believes further consideration should be given to alternative actions, as there are
other means of repairing the foundation.
Cathy Day, Madrone Avenue, stated that many neighbors had not received notices regarding the current
hearing and the t ree removal application . A recent visit to the applicant's home convinced Day that the
2
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·apphc;int i·s concerned the tree might fall on her or on her son. Day's research convinced her that there is a
one in 2 0 million chance a person will succumb to injuries sustained when a tree has fallen on him or her.
Day has seen three similar trees removed in recent years and maintains that all were removed for dubious
reasons. She was angered when. one resident convinced the Town to remove a tree only to sell her property
and move shortly thereafter. Day is concerned that the applicant may act in a similar manner.
Day noted that the applicant's home is old and she suspects it has many cracks in the foundation . She is
dubious about the relationship between the crack in the home's foundation and the tree root. She would like
to see evidence of this relationship .
Laura Kendall, Madrone Avenue, and her family have invested heavily in the preservation of a heritage oak on
their property and Kendall is concerned that if the applicant removes the tree at 134 Madrone, it may
jeopardize the tree on Kendall 's property and put her family at risk. She is committed to the community and
is hopeful her commitment will be taken into consideration when a decision is rendered with regard to the
applicant's tree.
Bob Schultz, Madrone Avenue, noted the extensive measures he and his family undertook to protect a
heritage tree on their property during a construction project. Schultz shares the appreciation already
expressed for the neighborhood's trees and dependant ecosystems . He is hopeful the tree will be allowed to
remain .
Steve Smith, Laurel Avenue, noted that there are no outward cracks in the stucco wall directly above the
foundation wall; he further noted that there is a window directly above the tree root and that the window
bears no cracks .
Smith believes the cracked portion of the foundation identified by the consultants endures the least bearing
weight of the entire wall and observed that there might be ways of repairing that foundation without
removing the tree . He further observed that the tree could be lightened considerably with pruning.
With regard to Smith's comments, Conklin confirmed that there is a substantial crack in the front wall that
has been patched and painted over.
Bob Schultz noted that his family's home was built in 1906, as was Kendall's. His home has sustained several
cracks but has survived several earthquakes. He believes the cracking is something residents have learned to
live with .
Condry closed the public comment portion of the meeting.
DETERMINATION

Condry stated that trees are a very important part of the Town's appearance and culture and that healthy
trees are generally protected at all cost; however, the Town is also charged with protecting homes and
structures. If the tree were anywhere else and not in such close proximity to the home, if it were not causing
damage to the home, the application for removal would have been denied as so many such applications have
been denied in the past.

3
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Condry's first responsibility is to protect public safety. The fact that he has a licensed engineer's report stating
the tree i·s damaging the foundation, the fact that a photograph shows the damage to the foundation, the
fact that an inspection report indicates the tree is damaging the foundation, and the fact that an arborist's
report states that in order to correct this by removing the root, the tree will be destabilized leaves him with no
means for denying the applicant.
Condry noted that a way of modifying the foundation was considered and that it is the applicant's option to
choose that alternative or not. Condry cannot ask the applicant to move the home because the tree is there.
The tree is causing damage to the home and if it were causing damage to the home of anyone present,
Condry would be looking at the issue with the same seriousness .
Due to the tree's proximity to the home and the fact that it is causing structural damage to the home, Condry
is approving the application for tree removal.
Condry reminded all of the ten-day appeal period.
ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 7:38 p.m .
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Harris
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Linda Jensen <lindamaren143@gmail.com>

Tree Risk and Root incursion allegations
1 message
Ray Moritz <ray@urbanforestryassociates.com >
To: lindamaren143@gmail.com

Wed , Aug 7, 2013 at 5:36 PM

To whom this may concern :
I am a SAF Certified Forester #241 specializing in urban forestry and an International Society of Arboriculture
PNW ISA Certified Tree Risk Assessor. I have inspected the heritage Valley oak and the adjacent structure and
infrastructure at 134 Madrone Ave . San Anselmo. I have also looked at tree failure risk issues. I have read the
reports by Louis Brunn of Marin County Arborists and Karl Beckmann of Beckman Construction. In addition to my
report of July 18, 2013 these are my findings:

1. Tree failure risk: The tree owner has not provided a standard ISA tree risk assessment of the subject tree
and is not herself qualified to render a qualified assessment.
2. The Marin County Arborist's report does not present any evidence that the tree is in any way damaging the
134 Madrone house foundation or infrastructure. All of the issues he discusses are conditions that Marin County
Arborists are well qualified to adequately mitigate with standard pruning practices. MCA is an excellent tree
maintenance company and Louis Brunn is well qualified to provide a list of mitigation measures short of tree
alteration or removal. Note: We did not find any unusual risk of branch failure or dieback of the root crown .
3. The Beckman report does not present any evidence that the tree is damaging the foundation or the stucco
exterior to the house. Almost every house has walls "slightly out of plum". Note: We did not see any cracking of
the stucco nor did we observe any damage to the foundation caused by root incursion.

It should be noted that the reports provided by the Conklins are not produced by disinterested parties, but rather
by parties that have an economic interest in the removal of the tree and remodeling of the home. I am not
suggesting that they are lying, but they are also cannot be completely objective considering the Conklin's
objectives.

t'

Ray Moritz, PNW ISA Certified Tree Risk Assessor, #1204
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July 18, 2013
Linda Jensen
130 Madrone Ave.
San Ansehno, CA

8 Willow Street San Rafael, CA 94901
415 454 4212 arborforestry@sbcglobal.net

ARBORICULTURAL AND HAZARD ASSESSMENT

of
Valley Oak at 134 Madrone Ave. San Anselmo, CA
PURPOSE

Urban Forestry Associates (UFA) was hired to inspect a valley oak at the request of Linda
Jensen on the 18th ofJuly, 2013. The purpose was to assess the condition of the tree and provide a
prognosis on tree health, vigor and structural stability. This report docmnents the health and structural
condition of the tree and provides our conclusions and recommendation.
OBSERVATIONS
Quercus lobata (Valley oak)
Species:

61. 5" Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) = Heritage Tree
Location:
The subject oak is located southeast of the front door to the residence and the main stem
is approximately 4' from the south wall of the building.
Condition:
This is an exceptionally large valley oak and well exceeds the rnininnnn qualification to
be classified as a heritage tree (22" DBH) in the city ofSanAnsehno and therefur is
entitled to the protections that entails. There is no visible evidence of significant
disease or decay anywhere on the tree. The main crotch is an acute angle crotch but the
stems are not appressed with no inclusive bark that, when present, could contribute to a
fuilure (see photo #322 on accompanying CD). The canopy is slightly asynnnetrical and
balanced out away from the home (see photo #331 ). It is also full, green and healthy
with ahnost no deadwood present (see photo #323). Oaks are a deep-rooted fumily of
trees and this specimen does not appear to be an exception with no roots visible at the
soil surfuce. There is a crack in the walkway adjacent to the tree but there is no visible
evidence that roots from the oak are at fuuh (see photo #320).
Conclusions: This is a healthy, structurally sound heritage oak tree that is causing no apparent damage
to property and poses no apparent threat to human life or safety.
Recormnendations:
Light pruning as needed to remove any deadwood larger than 3" in diameter that
may appear in the firttrre as the canopy is quite high. Monitor the tree for any
signs ofhealth or safety issues.
Size:

Ray Moritz

Certified Forester #241

Benjamin Anderson
Urban Forester
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525 San Anselmo Avenue, San Anselmo, CA 94960-2682
_www.townofsananselmo.org
(415) 258"4600 I Fax (415) 459-2477
· Appeal Fee: $504.oo

APPEAL OF ADMINISTATIVE OR PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION
Appellant's Name and Address:
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LAW
950 NORTHGATE DRIVE , SUITE 200
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 94903
WEB

OFFICES

OF

NEIL SORENSEN

TELEPHONE 415 499· 8600
FACSIMILE 415 491· 9515

www.sorensenlow.com

EMAIL

neil@sorensenlow.com

September 5, 2013

HAND-DELIVERED
Mayor Kay Coleman and Members
of the San Anselmo Town Council
525 San Anselmo Avenue
San Anselmo, CA 94960
Re:

Jensen Appeal of Conklin Tree Removal Permit

Dear Mayor Coleman and Members of the Town Council :
This office represents Michiko Conklin, the owner of the property at 134 Madrone
Avenue, San Anselmo, California.
This letter is written to request that you deny the appeal of ·the Tree Removal Permit
by Linda Jensen. The appeal should be denied because the appellant has presented absolutely
no basis to overturn the decision of the Public Works Director granting a permit to remove a
dangerous valley oak causing damage to the Conklin residence and threatening life and limb.
I. Background

Ms. Conklin purchased her property in April 2013. As part of the due diligence for
the purchase of the property she reviewed an inspection report the sellers had obtained from a
licensed home inspector, which revealed that the perimeter foundation along the front wall of
the home was cracked in one or more places. According to the home inspector, the cracked
foundation was in all likelihood caused by the valley oak located about three feet from the
front wall of the house. The home inspector recommended that Ms. Conklin consult with a
qualified foundation contractor and arborist to determine appropriate action. See Exhibit "A"
attached hereto and incorporated by reference.
Subsequently, Ms. Conklin retained Karl J. Beckmann, a licensed general contractor
and registered civil engineer to examine the foundation and prepare a report. Mr. Beckmann,
after examining the foundation from both the outside and the crawlspace underneath the
home, concluded that the valley oak and its roots were "destabilizing the foundation" of the
home, and that the "tree should be removed to prevent further damage to the house and
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foundation." Specifically, Mr. Beckmann concluded that a large root was growing from the
base of the tree trunk towards the front of the house and passing underneath the foundation.
This root had caused the front of the house to be out of plumb, cracked the stucco on the
outside wall, cracked the foundation, and lifted the house, causing damage to the house and
premises. See Exhibit "B" attached .
Ms. Conklin also consulted a reputable arborist, who examined the tree from both the
outside and from underneath the house in the crawlspace area. The arborist concluded that
two large buttress roots from the tree were growing underneath the foundation. He also
concluded that cutting the roots going under the foundation would "destabilize the tree" and
that if the roots needed to be cut, "the tree must be removed." The arborist noted that the tree
canopy was heavily weighted to the south and west resulting in a potential for large tree
trunks, which extend over a portion of the house, to fall onto the house in the case of a failure .
See Exhibits "C" and "H" attached. The tree had previously been "cabled" by the sellers to
temporarily retain the large limbs that were subject to failure.
Based on this information, on April 24, 2013 , Ms. Conklin applied for a Tree Removal
Permit and requested that an emergency permit be granted to allow immediate removal of the
dangerous tree. On May 6, 2013, the Public Works Director granted the emergency permit.
See Exhibit "D."
Before the tree could be removed, the Public Works Department, under pressure from
the neighbors, rescinded the emergency permit and notified Ms. Conklin that a hearing would
be held on the Tree Removal Permit. On August 7, 2013, the Public Works Director held a
hearing and granted the Tree Removal Permit based upon the findings of the Beckmann report
and the arborist. Subsequently, Linda Jensen, the next door neighbor, filed an appeal alleging
that "removal of the tree is unnecessary" because any remodeling work on the house "can be
done without removing the tree."

II. The Location of the Valley Oak Adjacent to the House with Roots Extending
Underneath Represents a Dangerous Condition that Must be Remedied Whether
or not Ms. Conklin does any Remodeling Work on her Home
The entire basis of the appeal is that removal of the tree is unnecessary because Ms.
Conklin can do remodeling work on her home without removing the tree. This is completely
beside the point. The existing valley oak, located three feet from the front wall of the house,
with roots extending underneath the foundation and causing it to lift up, represents a
dangerous condition that must be remedied regardless of whether Ms. Conklin does any
remodeling work on her home. As noted by the arborist, the existing tree has two large
"buttress roots" that grow toward and under the foundation of the house. According to a
licensed civil engineer, these roots have cracked the foundation, knocked the front wall of the
house out of plumb, cracked the stucco on the side of the house, and caused other damage to
the house and foundation. As noted by the civil engineer, the tree roots are "clearly
destabilizing the foundation," and the tree should be removed to prevent further damage to the
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house and foundation. Indeed, in a recent letter Mr. Beckmann describes the "unfortunate
choice" here as "between removing the house or the tree." See Exhibit "F," page 2.
Thus, the facts of this matter clearly establish an emergency condition where the tree
in question is causing a hazard or a dangerous condition and must be removed. See San
Anselmo Municipal Code Section 4-l 3.06(b ). Whether the property owner goes forward with
any remodeling work on her home or not is completely irrelevant. The tree needs to be
removed to prevent further loss or damage to the home, and potentially a loss of life should
the tree fall on the home.
Even if an emergency situation did not exist as contemplated by Town Code Section
14-13.06(b), all the requirements for granting of a non-emergency permit have been met.
Town Code Section 4-l 3.06(a) lists a number of factors to consider when reviewi~g a Tree
Removal Permit. These include: (1) the condition of the tree with respect to its proximity to
existing structures, danger bf falling, and interference with utility services; and (2) the
necessity of the removal to allow the economic enjoyment of the property.
Clearly, one or more of these factors are satisfied here. The valley oak is in danger of
falling and its proximity to existing structures is causing damage to the structure thus
affecting the economic enjoyment of the property.

III. The Appellant has Submitted No Evidence to Support Denial of a Tree
Removal Permit
The appellant has failed to submit any evidence, Jet alone substantial evidence, that
would support the denial of the Tree Removal Permit.
The unsubstantiated allegations made by Urban Forester Ray Moritz and submitted to
the Public Works Department are clearly not substantial evidence. First, Mr. Moritz is
apparently a certified forester and tree risk assessor. He is not a licensed building contractor,
a civil engineer, or a structural engineer and has absolutely no credentials to assess whether a
tree has caused damage to the foundation of a structure, the exterior wall of a structure, or any
other matter concerning structural improvements such as homes. Indeed, any attempt by Mr.
Moritz to do so would constitute practicing civil engineering or structural engineering without
a license. Accordingly, any statements he may have made in any e-mails or other writings
alleging that the Beckmann report is incorrect, are without any force or effect. California
courts have made it quite clear that substantial evidence does not include argument,
speculation, unsubstantiated opinion, or evidence that is not credible. San Franciscans
Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th
656 at 675.

Mr. Moritz's statement that he did not see any cracking of the stucco is also not based
on any evidence. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a recent photograph of the Conklin
residence showing cracks in the front stucco wall that have been repaired. The cracks (which
have been repaired) are difficult to see; but, are clearly visible. Mr. Moritz's statement that he
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did not observe any damage to the foundation is likewise ludicrous. Mr. Moritz did not go
under the house, which is the only way to properly inspect the foundation. Absent such an
inspection, he could not possibly see the cracking in the foundation. See attached letter dated
September 3, 2013 from Mr. Beckmann (Exhibit "F").

IV. The Tree is Potentially Dangerous and Should be Removed
As noted by the arborist, the canopy of the tree is heavily weighted to the south and
west, and there are "over extended branches that are a threat to fall on the south and west
sides." The Conklin home is on the west side and if the currently unstable tree or a large
branch falls in this direction, it would fall on the house potentially killing or injuring the
occupants.
"If these branches fall, particularly on the west side, they will fall on the
house ." See Exhibit "H."
Trees falling onto houses and damaging property or killing occupants are not isolated
incidents. Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" are recent newspaper articles documenting trees
falling onto homes or structures. Many of these involved injuries or death to the occupants.
Certainly the Town does not want to be responsible for a similar tragedy here, or the
potential liability for refusing a tree permit to remove a known "dangerous tree." For this
reason alone, the tree should be removed.
V. Conclusion
For the reasons stated herein, the Town Council should deny the appeal and grant the
Tree Removal Permit.
Sincerely,

NS/mjs
Enclosures
cc:
Sean Candry, Public Works Director
Michiko Conklin
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BECKMANN CONSTRUCTION,
BECKMANN ENGINEERING
Site Work• .Desian • Constroction • ~ ·
Licensed GenerafContractor • Rea:istered Civil~
Karl J. Beckmann• 49 Cbamberla1n Avenue• Novato, CA 94947

Phone •415-897-5382
Fax • 415-897-3582
Cell • 510-541-2796

E-mail • beck~<fn;erizon .n,et .
Web ewww.
annengmeenng.com

April 12, 2013
Inspection Clients (Owners): Michiko and Grego:ry Conklin
Michconklin @yahoo.com
Subject Property: 134 Madrone, San Anselmo, Ca. a single family, one stOiy
residence on a flat lot.
Foundation Inspection Report
Infflal obseriatioos:
A very large oak tree is located in the front yard of the subject property. The tree
diameter at the base of the trunk: is approximately 6 ft The edge of the trunk is
approximately 3 ft away from the house perimeter. A llll'ge lateral root bas grown~
from the base of the trnnk towanis the fumt of the house and passes under the
foundation. The trunk clearly flares above ground towards the house where this
root begins.

The front wall of the house is slightly out of plumb. Evidence exists offinnt wall
stuCCO crackiiig having occurred, as well as past stucco patching of these cracks.
General Foundation and Crawlspace Observations:
The foundation type is perimeter footing (concrete) pow-eel on top of the grade
with interior stand alone piers . The crawlspace floor is lower than the exterior·
grade by
at l~..Olle. :f.®1.Th.iS-is-net-a-drillectpiertyp
·
- .. . . . ·- ·
~___...~.-- .

.........

/-A large vertical crack (3/8" wide(+/-)) was noted in the perimeter fmmdation
(

at

~ fiont of the house directly above the root. {This observation was made ftom

~de the crawlspace.) Clearly this crack has been caused by the tree
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/ It is our experience that a tree root emanating from a growing tree
foundation over a period of years. The tree and root in question have clearly caused
damage to this house and foun ·
-·
The tree root is clearlx destabilizing the foundation. Unless the front wall was
originally built out of plumb, which is highly unlikely, the root has also caused the
front wall to tilt out of plumb. The tree should be removed to prevent further
Clam.age to the house and foundation.
-Report Limitations

We do not in any way guarantee that defects or problems are limited to the "items
obseived" listed above- our inspection is usually based heavily on red flag it¢ms
brought to our attention by others. A full inspection cannot always be made, f9r
reasons of limited time, limited access, complexity of the structure(s) on the !
property , to name just a few.
I

I

~~lli

l

I
We are a full service design /build construction firm, with in -house architec~,
engineering, and permit expediting capabilities.
l
I

We perform all manner of construction as well. You would be provided with
separate contracts if you select us to perform any work.
We would be happy to perform any of the above work for you.
·Thank you for the inspection opportunity.

Karl Beckmann, PE
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ARBORISTS
CERTIFlED ARBORJSTS #877 & #5695

Arborlst Report

03/25/2013

. Michiko CoDklin
134 Madroae Aveau·e
Saa Amelmo, Ca
Tree: Valley Oak ( Quercus Agrifolla )
·Diameter: 48 Indies

This tree is located on the South side of the house, 4 feet from the outside kitchen wall.
2 large buttress roots are exposed growing toward and under the foundaticn.
The northwest root bifurcates into 12 inch diameter and 7 inch diameter roots. The
Northeast root is measured at 13 inches across the superior surface of the root. These
roots support the tree both physiologicall}'. and stru.ctura1ly.
·-

Cutting main roots closer than 5 times 1he trunk diameter (twenty feet from the trnnlc) can

aestabWZe Uie tree.

···-·---.

~-···---·--·--· --

·

·~The roots that~ ~wing under the foUlldation are too close to the~"
diameter to remove/ cut without destabilizing the tree. If the roots need to be cut the tree
must be removed.
· · ..,..--

· --------~

___ ______
_:_

The root crown shows dieback on its northwest side.

The trees.canopy is heaVily weighted to the south and west. There are over extended
on the south and west sides.
- · ··--·-·

branches that are a threat to

ran

Sincerely,
Louie Brunn

SOl.TTHERN MARIN

(415) 381-TREF.

P.O. Box 2538
San Rafael, CA 94912
Fax (415) 455-8110
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NORTHERN MARIN
(415) 457-TREE

>

../

r· ~ECEIVED

Department of Public Works
525 Sao Anselmo Avenu~ San Anselmo, CA 94960

(415} 258-4616

APR 142013
TOWNOFSANANSEl.MO

~,8.u;>G.PtJSUCWORl<S

Budget Account # &lz~6f.
Tree fee: $ tfl .
.

.

Heritage Tree: $170

APPLICATION FOR TREE WORK
I

Street Tree:

$110

A permit 1.s required to remove or significantly prune any heritage tree, any tree on undeveloped property and any street tree. ·
A heritage tree is defined as a tree with a .dJameter at breast height (dbh = 4.5 feet above grade) of 22 inches. A permit 1s
required to remove any tree on undeveloped property with a dbh of 7 inches. Pruning is defined as, and ltnlited to, removal of
less than 25% of the tree's foUage. An arborist's report and photograph of the tree(s) are required prior.to this application
being complete. ttQD: Acacia, Eucalyptus, Plum, Privet and Monterey .PiDe trees are ·considered nuisance trees and do· not
require a permJt to remove. S.A.M.C. Sections 4~9 & 4-13 •
'
ANY PERSON VIOLATING THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER SHALL BE GUILTY OF EITHER AN INFRACTION OR A MISDEMEANOR.
JOB ADDRESS:

APPUCANT:

I.

DATEOFAPPUCATION:

y

.k·\

Value ofworlc: $ lfd200

A licensed contractor (class D 49,

C-6~ ~ C-27) ~ r~d-for work 0£$300 or-more:·-·- - - ---

e type oftree·work that is proposed including type oftree(s), number, remove, prune, etc:

2.

~ t-l~ ~,

J

tn"(,

~X.,eAu..fv.i~ I~ GY~~b~· '7~.
Please sketch the tree(s) location lltrelation lo tlle lioi\se

4.

Location of tree( s ): .
Front yard ·0 Side yard '
and $treet on the reverse side of this application.

5.

Is this

6.

What is the diameter at breast height?_~-=-----------~--------

7.

What is the health of the tree(s)? _ _~-=--~-----------------------:---

8.

9.

~roposed tree a: ~eritage tree

0

D Rear yard.

~ u!irl

Street tree

0

Undeveloped lot tree.

hd'Vrl fu

J,;!owclose is the tree to a major s6:uctures(s) (e.g. h~use)? 1b<,1vv~~ j5 3\ .fre..{h
Y•?t'k 9-t <&l+c .
1
~h~~b~~~l4_~<&(.
,..,,,,, · .
)_, · ~·
.
Does thelI"ee inter{ere with utility services? JJ fu.s. bV>:t..ikv; ARM t ~ lllA l 1 <Qn ~ PlU
~

.... - tit®i~ ll ~-- ... .. .
10. I workneces

/

..

~
l .
\
\
to~~weconomi entoymentofproperty? · gY.es· 0No -· Ifyes;des;rme.Mi

.

~

11.

12. What is the general effect of the proposal on property values in the area? -!....L:;:SC....--------------

***********************************************************************************************************
(FOR OFFICE USE ONLY)
Pennit is aoproved/denied for the followin1t reasons and/or subiect to the following condi~ons

Af>fYtN'6Y

~b~~

I
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BECKMANN CONSTRUCTION,
BECKMANN ENGINEERING
Site Work• Design• Construction• Repair
Licensed General Contractor • Registered Civil Engineer
Karl J. Beckmann • 49 Chamberlam A venue •Novato, CA 94947
Phone • 415-897-5382
• 415-897-3582
Fax
Cell • 510-541-2796
E-mail• beckeng~erizon.net
Web •www.bee annengineering.com

September 3? 2013
Inspection Clients (Owners): Michiko Conklin
Michconklin @yahoo.com
Subject Property: 134 Madrone, San Anselmo, Ca. a single family, one story
residence on a flat lot.
Response to E-mail (8-7-13) by Arborist Ray Moritz, and Addendum
to my Previous Report

Regarding paragraph #3 in the email from Ray Moritz:
"3. The Beckman report does not present any evidence that the tree is damaging
the foundation or the stucco exterior to the house. Almost every house has walls
"slightly out ofplum". Note: We did not see any cracking of the stucco nor did we
observe any damage io the foundation caused by root incursion. "

Had Mr. Moritz inspected the area in the crawlspace under the house, as I did, he
would have observed a full height crack in the perimeter foundation which lines up
directly with one of the the large buttress roots emanating from the tree towards the
front of the house, as mentioned in my previous report. This crack was personally
observed by myself from inside the crawlspace, and is also mentioned and shown
as a photo in the house inspection report commissioned by the previous
homeowners.
An attached photo shows evidence of past cracks in the front stucco fa~de;, which
have been patched and painted over, directly above the cracked foundation area.

Exhibit "F"
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It is apparent that past damage from the tree roots has not been limited to the
foundation .only, but has affected the stucco, and has lifted the front of the house
enough for the front wall to be substantially out of plumb.
If the safety of the house is to be taken into consideration, I see no reasonable
alternative to removal of the roots in question,( barring some sort of exotic and
expensive foundation replacement designed to bridge across the root mass, which
· would eventually be impacted once the roots grew even larger) . Keep in mind the
report by Marin County Arborists calls out three major roots growing towards the
house, having diameters of 7, 12, and 13 inches. As per the report by Marin
County Arborists,"cutting main roots closer than 5 times the trunk diameter (ie 20
feet from the trunk) can destabilize the tree." As has been noted by all the parties,
the edge of the tree trunk is located three feet from the front edge of the house.
In this case, at least three major roots would need to be cut and removed, well
within the 20 ft "no cut " area defined by Marin Arborists, to stop the foundation
and house from being lifted. It appears then, that the unfortunate choice is either
between removing the house or the tree.
Regarding Mr. Moritz's claims concerning my "economic interests", I can assure
anyone reading this that I have at this time no ''economic interest" in taking the
tree down or doing structural repairs to this house- my firm has not been hired to
perform any work relating to such a project at this property , should it occur.
Personally I am a great admirer of trees, especially large, old ones like this oak. It
is unfortunate that · oak is situated so close to this house.
sincerea1y,1

/[

~"---------__;;:::=
/

Karl Beckmann, PE

(.
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· · Ross.garage damaged after oak branch falls into roof - Marin Independent Journal

Ross garage damaged after oak branch falls into roof
Posted:
7
J

/u/t

Page 1 of 1

marinij.com

The garage of a Ross residence sustained major damage Tuesday after a large oak branch
fell through the roof.
The incident occurred at about 6:15 p.m. at 39 Sir Francis Drake Blvd., a few doors north of
Town Hall. Firefighters said the oak branch did not damage the three-bedroom home.
The residents were not home at the time and no one was injured. Ross police were
dispatched to watch the home while authorities tried to contact the residents .
Contact.Gary Klien via email at gklien@marinij.com or https://twitter.com/GaryKlien

Exhibit "G"
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San Anselmo tree falls on truck during storm
Jim staats Marin Independent Journal
Posted:

2..

2

0

marinij.com

San Anselmo homeowner Norman Cieslewicz didn't give it a second thought when he was
awakened about 3 a.m. Thursday by a "whooshing" sound outside.
"My wife and I heard this sound that we thought was some kind of electrical overload or
power surge and we went back to bed," Cieslewicz said.
Cieslewicz was stunned when he walked out the front door of his Sycamore Avenue home at
6 a.m. to find a giant oak tree had crushed his blue 1984 Ford F- 150 pickup tru.ck almost in
half.
"It was the strangest thing," said the 45-year-old builder. "I went back inside and told my
wife, 'you know, honey, I think this may have been that sound.fll
"It's still unbelievable," Cieslewicz said. "There was no crash . It was a very quiet affair."
"The trunk came down across the middle of the truck and crushed it," said Capt. Jim
Providenza of the San Anselmo police. "The rest of the tree came down across the street."
As he watched workers saw the massive, 100-year-old tree that once stood in his front yard,
Cieslewicz said his wife, Amanda, was probably inside having a good laugh .
"She hated that truck anyways," he said . "She always wanted me to get rid of it."
The likely cause of the oak's tumble - a wet, blustery storm that rolled through Marin
Wednesday night - is expected to ease this weekend .
The storm that dumped close to an inch of rain in Novato and almost half an inch in San
Rafael, with gusts peaking at 45 mph, was "kind of the big shot at least for the next three or
four days," said Brian Tentinger of the National Weather Service.
"There is still a chance of showers Friday and again on Saturday night into Sunday," he said.
Water flooded northbound Highway 101 lanes near the Lucky Drive offramp in Corte Madera
early Thursday, but officials did not report any serious incidents.
Power was out for a few hours for about 4,000 in Mill Valley early Thursday, but officials
blamed equipment failure, not the weather.
Libby Pischel, Marin Municipal Water District spokeswoman, said .56 inches fell at Lake
Lagunitas by midnight Wednesday, providing a year-to-date total of 26.94 inches. Average
rainfall at this date is 37 .62 inches. Last year's total was 40.23 inches.
"Our rainfall is 72 percent of average," Pischel said .
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·; ,San Anselmo tree falls on truck during storm - Marin Independent Journal
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"Reservoirs are at average, which is 85 percent of capacity," she said . "Last year, they were
at 83 percent."

Read more San Anselmo stories at the /J's San Anselmo page.
Contact Jim Staats via e-mail at jstaats@marinij.com
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• · Fallen· oak tree causes serious damage to home - Marin Independent Journal

Fallen oak tree causes serious damage to home
f
'I /

Staff Report Marin Independent Journal
Posted:
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marinij.com

A tree fell on a home at 224 Evergreen Drive on Thursday evening, causing extensive
damage.
The Kentfield Fire Department received the call at 6:39 p.m. and found a limb from an oak
tree had fallen on the house and damaged the roof, living room and one bedroom. There
were no injuries.
Fire officials said there was no cost estimate of the damage.
A county structural engineer evaluated the home's condition and told residents they were
allowed inside only to retrieve personal items for the next few days.
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Camp Tawonga counselor killed after tree falls on Yosemite-area
summer camp
By Karen de Sa and Robert Salonga Staff writers Marin Independent Journal
Posted.·

marinij .com

A 21-year-old counselor at one of Northern California's oldest and most popular Jewish
summer camps was killed Wednesday morning when a massive oak tree crashed down on
the campfire circle, as hundreds of children ate breakfast in a nearby dining hall.
Investigators say it isn't clear why the trunk of the 70-foot-tall black oak broke in half at
Camp Tawonga in the high Sierra. Four adult staff members were also treated at area
hospitals but no campers were injured.
"There was nothing to indicate there was anything wrong with this tree," Tuolumne County
Sheriffs Sgt. Jim Oliver said. "Even to look at the existing tree trunk, there is still nothing
wrong. Basically, it was a freak accident, as we can tell today."
Authorities identified Annais Rittenberg, a native of New York who attended the University of
California at Santa Cruz, as the counselor who died. A nature enthusiast, Rittenberg worked
at a local radio station and majored in environmental conservation at the university, where
she would have been a senior in the fall, a campus representativesaid.
PG&E annually inspects trees near the power lines at the camp, but found no signs of
problems with the black oak, which broke off about 32 feet from the ground, Oliver said. The
trunk had a diameter of 53 inches.
"Trees break. It's just nature," he said. "There is nothing specifically wrong with the trees at
that camp."
There were no immediate plans to cut short the two-week session at Camp Tawonga, a
mainstay for kids from the Bay Area's Jewish community since 1925. But stunned parents
spent Wednesday in anguish, mourning the beloved, curly-haired counselor, and poised to
sweep up their children if the call came.
In the frantic aftermath of the tree crash, initial reports to Cal Fire set the number of injured
at 20 people, but those numbers were later revised downward. Camp leaders said
Wednesday that the four injured staff members "are all doing well." The injured were among
160 staff members at the camp and included: Elizabeth "Lizzie" Moore, who was sent to
Doctor's Medical Center in Modesto; Anya Schultz and Juliet Ulibarri brought to Sonora
Regional Medical Center, and Cara Sheedy who was treated at Memorial Medical Center.
The camp's executive director, Ken Kramarz emphasized in an email to parents that
emergency responders arrived within minutes, and that the children were being kept safe.
''The campers are doing well and are participating in camp activities away from the scene,"
Kramarz wrote.
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But he added that on"".site staff therapists and grief experts were nearby to help the children
sort out the torrent of emotion sure to come.
Campers' parents spent much of Wednesday waiting for word about what happened and
how their children were coping with the tragedy hours from home at the camp's 160-acre site
along the Tuolumne River.
Pediatric oncologist Caroline Hastings of Oakland, whose 11-year-old daughter is at the
camp, said she had been contacted by rabbis at two temples in Northern California who
offered limited information and assistance. Although she found herself terribly anxious for
more news, Hastings said she trusted the camp to complete the session which ends Friday,
and handle the children's emotional needs.
"We all have the urge to go up and save our children, but my daughter at age 11 is old
enough to understand what happened and find comfort in her friends and the counselors,"
she said . "There's a lot of important healing that you can do by being all together. Leaving
and running away does not allow them to really internalize what happened."
Lisa Fernandez, a former Mercury News staff writer who is now senior digital editor at NBC
Bay Area, agreed. Her 7-year-old son and 10-year-old daughter are also at the camp this
session, and she said she believes the greatest help to them is not rushing to their rescue.
"I'm perfectly assured knowing that the camp is going to do something appropriate for the
kids," Fernandez said. "I'm picturing a really nice, meaningful service with candles and
prayers and crying and hugs. I want my kids to be around that tonight."
Lea Kingsbury, who works at a Palo Alto synagogue and has sent two children to camp
Tawonga, said she would have a very different response.
"They're in my thoughts and prayers, it's a horrible thing that's happened," Kingsbury said, ·
noting that many counselors are former campers in the tight-knit Camp Tawonga. But "if it
were me," she added, "I would rush up there. I would really want to be there for my kids to
make sure they're OK."
The Santa Cruz Sentinel contributed to this report.
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Fallen trees in Fairfax cause fire, power outage
Gary Klien Marin Independent Journal

marinij.com

Posted:

Two large oak trees fell within a three-hour period Wednesday in Fairfax, one causing a fire
and the other a power outage.
The first tree fell at 2:15 p.m. on Piper Lane, a dead-end street near the northern border of
the city. The tree took down a set of power lines, which sparked a grass fire of about 400
square feet, said Ross Valley firefighter Todd Standfield. The fire was extinguished quickly
and did not reach any homes.
The second tree fell about 4:45 p.m. at the nearby intersection of Oak Manor Drive and
Piper Court, taking down some more power lines.
"There hasn't been any wind or anything to bring these trees down," said Piper Lane
resident Don Knapp. "It's just so bizarre that on a perfectly calm, beautiful day that this tree
would crash, and then another tree would crash."
Fifty-six customers in the area lost electricity after the second tree fell, said Susan Simon, a
spokeswoman for Pacific Gas & Electric.
No injuries were reported in either incident.
Contact Gary Klien via e-mail at gklien@marinij.com
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ARBORISTS
CERTIFIED ARBORISTS #877 & #5695

09/04/2013
Michiko Conklin
134 Madrone Ave.
San Anselmo, Ca
Re:

-Arboricultural and Hazard Assessment by Urban Forestry and Associates,
Inc., 7/18/13
-Email "Tree Risk and Root incursion allegations", Ray Mortiz, 8/7 /13

Because Mr. Moritz evaluated your tree from the perimeter of your property, he was
unable to see the large tree root that is growing toward your foundation. If you
stand at the base of this tree this root is obvious. The proximity of this root to the
foundation indicates it is growing under the foundation.
Crawling under your house I was able to see the crack in the foundation that was
observed by the engineer. Measuring along the foundation I found that this crack is
located directly above where the root is headed under the foundation.
These observations are not possible without walking up to the base of the tree and
crawling under the house.
From these documents, it is clear that Mr. Moritz did not go under the house to see
the foundation, which appears to be cracked by the tree buttress roots. As I said in
my report, cutting the buttress roots will destabilize the tree.
Also, I conducted several site inspections and believe that "there are over extended
branches that are a threat to fail on the south and west sides", as I stated in my·
original report If these branches fall, particularly on the west side, they will fall on
the house.
I hope this information is helpful in resolving this issue.

Louie Brunn
Marin County Arborist Tree Service
Certified Arborist WE 5695 A

SOUTHERN MARIN
(415) 381-TREE

NORTHERN.MARIN
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ROBERT J. JAFFE

POST OFFICE BOX 2139
SAN ANSELMO, CALIF. 94979

ATTORNEY AT LAW

TEL. (415) 378 -9175
FAX. (415) 785-3515

Received
October 3, 2013

OCT 0 3 2013

Town Council
Town of San Anselmo
San Anselmo, California

Town of San Anselmo

Re: Application for tree cutting permit at 134 Madrone Ave.
San Anselmo, California
Hearing date: October 8, 2013

Dear Members of the Council:
Administrative due process is required by the Brown Act which governs the civil
affairs of our Town. Accordingly the removal of a tree which is protected by our
Heritage ordinance and which forms part of a grove of heritage trees, must be governed
by administrative due process. Minimal administrative due process would require the
applicant to provide access and inspection of her foundation which she alleges is
threatened by the tree. Ms. Conklin has, as of this date, refused access to her neighbors
·
to inspect the foundation area.
Without verification and commentary by outside experts, the Applicant's tree
cutting permit must fail.
·
This is all the more so where Mr. Condry is the administrator of our municipal
heritage tree ordinance.
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